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Senators are
skeptical of
Gates' word

Briefly
Inside
USG elections:
The Undergraduate Student Goverment fall elections are today in most
campus dining halls. Find
out where to vote.

Gish is better:

Audiences agree: the new
Gish Theatre is a hit. UAO
certainly doesn't mind.
See page six.

Campus
Collecting goods:

Beta Sigma Phi sorority,
in cooperation with Goodwill Industries of Toledo,
Inc., will collect donated
goods 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday at the K-Mart parking lot on South Main Street.
The donations will support
training and work experience for people with vocational disabilities.
The organization is accepting good quality furniture, clothing, shoes, radios,
televisions, toys, housewares and lawn and garden
items.

State

Making The Switch

*'*•"**'"-'

Members of the Delta Gamma Sorority (1 to r) Wendy Wilkinson, Robyn Mono, Holly Jerele and Ellen Miller participate in Delta UpsUon Fraternity's 42nd Annual Bike Race Sunday. The Delta
Gammas won the sorority division for the sixth year in a row, while toe Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity won the fraternity division.

Bad gamble:

CLEVELAND —Two
more defendants pleaded
guilty Monday in the FBI
undercover gambling sting
which led to the indictment
of 47 people, including 30
former or current poDce
officers.
U.S. District Court Judge
John M. Manos accepted
guilty pleas to one count
each from officer Roman
Mrozinski, 44, who lives in
Seven Hills, and Shirley
Carter-Schmidt, 45, of North
Olmsted. Each pleaded
guilty to a single count of
conspiring to hire Cleveland
police to provide protection
at illegal gambling operations.

Nation
Dodged in space:

CAPE CANAVERAL,
Fla. — Early Monday, the
Discovery dodged a chunk
of a Soviet rocket, the first
such near miss of the shuttle
Brogram. The shuttle and
ie debris — about the size
of a van — passed within
about 10 miles of each other
minutes after midnight.
A congressional report
last year warned that shuttle flights and other space
activity could become too
risky within 20 to 30 years if
nations continue to litter the
most-traveled paths.

Lottery
Lottery picks:

Here are the Ohio Lottery
drawing selections made
Monday night:
Pick 3 Numbers: 7-5-7
Pick4Numbers: 6-8-4-2
Cards: four (4) of Hearts
two (2) of Clubs
King of Diamonds
four (4) of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$4 million.

Weather
Partly cloudy:
Tuesday, partly cloudy
and pleasant. High 75 to 80.
West winds 10 to 15 mph.
Tuesday night, becoming
cloudy with a chance of
showers late. Chance of rain
40 percent.
compiled from local and
wire reports
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum challenged
Robert Gates to explain his part
in the Iran-Contra affair as
President Bush's choice to head
the CIA began his confirmation
hearings Monday.
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, said he
was skeptical of Gates' contention that he was unaware of the
diversion of funds to Contra rebels.
"You were absolutely surrounded by the truth. The question is,
how could you possibly not
know?" said Metzenbaum. "As
number two man at the agency,
such willful ignorance is inexcusable."
Gates' boss, Director William
Casey, knew about the money
sent to Nicaragua, as did the
number three man, Clair George,
and at least one of George's subordinates.
Gates told the Senate Intelligence Committee he should
have "taken more seriously" the
possibility of wrongdoing at the
CIA and been "more skeptical
about what I was told."
"I should have asked questions
and I should have been less satisfied about what I was told," particularly by the late William
Casey, he said.
Gates was supported on that
point by the committee's senior
Republican, Sen. Frank Murkow-

ski of Alaska.
Murkowski said Casey routinely concealed sensitive information, so it is likely Gates was
never exposed to knowledge of
the affair before late 1986, when
the public learned of it.
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, approached the Iran-Contra issue
more gingerly.
"This committee must carefully review Mr. Gates' involvement
in the Iran-Contra affair and ultimately determine whether he is
the right person to place IranContra in the agency's past,"
Glenn said.
"The errors and misjudgments
made by senior officials at the
CIA during Iran-Contra were
deeply damaging to the agency's
credibility, morale and overall
effectiveness," he said. Questions
about who knew what and who
remained in the dark "could remain for months, if not years."
Glenn and Metzenbaum both
said they wanted assurances that
reports from America's spies
abroad weren't being revised to
coincide with preconceived beliefs, bolster budget requests or
otherwise please policymakers.
"There are few greater shortcomings in an intelligence officer
than 'cooking the books ' " Glenn
said. If intelligence information
G See GATES, page eight.

Future of graduate testing sites unclear
by Aaron Dorksen
administration reporter

"It's wrong. The people that make the decisions are not
considering the students."

Starting next spring, University
seniors may have to make special arrangements if they want to take national
college tests for graduate school admittance or graduation requirements.
As part of the University's hiring
freeze, a replacement was not hired for
retiring Donna Lahey, an administrative
assistant in career development who
used to coordinate the tests.
The University offered testing for between 4,000 and 5,000 students both from
the University and other schools last
year.
The University will offer testing this
fall, but it is not yet clear whether testing
will be available in the spring, said
Roman Carek, director of the counseling/career development center.

—Sean Gladieux, gradschoolhopeful
A decision is expected sometime in October on the future of the testing program. Carek said a part-time graduate
student is presently picking up some of
the slack left from Lahey's retirement.
"If we are not a test site in the spring,
students will have plenty of time to
change their plans," Carek said.
As a result, seniors would be forced to
travel to Cleveland or Columbus to take
tests such as the LSAT, GRE, NTE,
GMATandPPST.
"It's not that we want to discontinue
the testing but we don't have the resources," Carek said.
Vice President of Student Affairs Mary

James Baker meets
with Israel's Shamir
despite loan tensions
JERUSALEM (AP) - Secretary of State James A. Baker III
met with Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir on Monday amid
tensions over President Bush's
refusal to expedite U.S. loan
guarantees to house Israel's flood
of Soviet immigrants.
Baker, seeking to firm up Israel's support for a Middle East
peace conference, spoke with
Shamir for about V* hours, then
departed without comment for a
meeting with three Palestinians
from occupied territories. A second session with Shamir was
scheduled for Tuesday.
Before arriving in Israel,
Baker acknowledged the complications in the U.S.-Israeli relationship because of the dispute
over the timing of the proposed
% 10 billion in housing loan guarantees.
Bush stood firmly behind his
call last week for a 120-day delay
in the housing legislation, on
ground that rushing the package
through now could disrupt the
peace process. Arabs fear the
loans would be used to construct
housing in the Israeli-occupied
Arab territories.
Bush said Monday he had no
Krsonal quarrel with Israeli
iders, and "The less debate we
have now on these contentious issues, the better."
"What I'm proposing is in the
best interest of peace, Bush said
of his insistence that the loan

program be held in abeyance.
But the president's policy stirred strong protest in Israel. When
Baker's motorcade from the airport reached a crossroads at the
entrance to Jerusalem, it was
pelted with tomatoes. Baker's car
was not hit, police said.
Rehav'an Ze'evi, a Shamir cabinet member from the small
right-wing Molodet party, called
Bush "almost an anti-Semite."
Mordechai Gur, a leader of the
far more moderate Labor Party,
said Bush's speech last week, in
which the president complained
of the full-court press of the proIsrael lobby in Washington, had
"anti-Semitic overtones."
The daily Yedioth Ahronoth
countered by saying in an editorial that "President Bush is NOT
an anti-Semite." It continued,
"We can manage without the loan
guarantees. But without peace,
we cannot."
Baker earlier said "I am not
discouraged at all" by the
U.S.-Israeli rift. "We have always known there would be
bumps along the way."
Shortly before Baker's arrival,
Shamir's top political aide said
that a delay m U.S. loan guarantees was "casting a shadow"
on the peace effort.
The aide, Yossi Ben-Aharon,
told army radio that "whoever
thinks they can achieve anything
by pressuring Israel is mistaken."

Edmonds said the first thing she tried to
do was get an exception to the hiring
freeze from other administration officials.
"We got a flat no," she said.
Edmonds said she is "hopeful" the
University will be able to remain a testing site in the spring and that administrators are working on several options
— including dispersing the tests through
the individual colleges.
The college of business has indicated
that although they are not interested in
the idea, it would probably work, Carek
said.
If the University discontinues testing,

other test sites to which students may
turn are the University of Toledo, The
Ohio State University and Cleveland
State University.
Several students are not happy about
the possibility of having to drive several
hours to take one of the most important
tests of their lives.
Sean Gladieux, senior IPCO/political
science major, said he will have to go to
Cleveland State University to take his
LSAT in the spring. The test — by his estimation — will count about 70 percent of
his credentials as he attempts to be accepted into law school.
"The time that I will have to take and
the distance I will have to travel I feel
will have a definite effect on my score,"
Gladieux said. "It's wrong. The people
that make the decisions are not considering the students' aspect."

Secretary of State Taft
talks to election boards
Politician endorses
voter registration
byJ.C. Kohlstrand
managing editor

The BG News/Rob Wetzlrr
Secretary of State Bob Taft met with members of boards of elections from across northwest Ohio Monday to listen to their concerns and expectations.

Secretory of State Bob Taft endorsed registration efforts by a
coalition of University students,
but said he opposes a Congressional "motor voter" bill
which proponents say would encourage voting by younger citizens in a Monday morning stop in
Bowling Green.
Taft met with the Northwest
Ohio regional board of elections
to answer questions and concerns
from members of county boards
of elections.
In interviews before and after
the meeting, Taft said college
students especially need to be encouraged to use the political process.
"We are celebrating the 20th
anniversary of the federal
amendment allowing 18-year-olds
to vote, but the number of 18 to
24-year-olds voting has decreased
ever since its passage," he said.
Only one out of three 18 to
24-year-olds bothered to vote in
the last presidential election, and
turnout Tor young people is even
worse during other election
years, he said.
□ See TAFT, page seven.
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U.S. shouldn't pay to
hush Arab pipes of peace
The United States has a long history ministration in a precarious position.
of being an ardent supporter of Is- The Middle East nations see it as a test
rael. When the rest of world was decry- of United States resolve to be an effecing Israel's invasion of Lebanon or its tive and impartial negotiator in the
treatment of Palestinians in the occu- peace process for the region. Israel
pied territories, the United States stood sees it as the United States backing
by its closest ally in the Middle East. down to Arab demands and a blow to
Through thick and thin, Israel could U.S. credibility.
always count on financial, military and
While Soviet immigrants are not
moral support.
swarming into the occupied territories
Until now.
in droves, they are an impediment to
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir and the peace process. And current Israeli
the ruling Likud Party want the United policy provides generous incentives for
States to guarantee $10 billion in loans. settlers willing to move into the West
With this $10 billion, Israel would be Bank and other areas.
able easily to obtain housingConversely, many Israelis see Bush's
development loans on the commercial move as giving the Palestinianscarte
market, aiding in the resettlement of blanche to make greater demands.
Soviet Jews into the occupied territories.
If Israel is forced into choosing between expansion of settlements or a
For Shamir and the Likud Party, the loan guarantee, the Likud Party and
$10 billion would be the equivalent of Shamir could just drop out of the peace
getting a 6-foot-9, 275-pound fairy god- talks altogether, figuring the price for
mother to grant all your wishes. Aside peace is too high.
from the money itself, which would be
in addition to the $3 billion Israel
The United States should make a
already gets annually from the United concerted effort to further the peace
States, Shamir would be able to go to firocess in the region. Yet, at the same
the Middle East peace talks scheduled
Lme, we cannot afford to totally alienfor next month comfortable in the ate our only strong ally in the Middle
knowledge the United States stands ful- East. By affirming a committment to
ly behindhim.
aid Israel in its settlements once the
peace process has begun, the United
However, President Bush threw a big States makes itself open to both sides in
bucket of cold water on Israel's day- the conflict.
dream last week when he demanded
Congress delay debate on the loan
As an ally of Israel and an organizer
request for 120 days. Even if Congress of the Middle East peace talks, the
does approve the funds, Bush has United States walks a tightrope above a
promised to veto, effectively blocking pit of sharks. Only by choosing a
the aid.
straight, unwavering course can we
The aid request places the Bush ad- keep ourselves balanced on the rope.

Clarence Thomas:
the well-packaged lie
It appears Clarence Thomas has
said what the Senate Judiciary
Committee wanted to hear.
The eight-Democrat, six-Republican
committee is expected to approve
Thomas' nomination as the 106th Supreme Court justice after hearings
wrapped up Monday.
Thomas, however, has done so by
virtually abandoning his past record as
President Reagan's top civil rights
official. For example:
• Thomas, in his 138 speeches he
wrote before becoming a federal judge
last year, reiterated his belief in using
"natural law" to interpret the Constitution. Natural law is the belief that some
rights exist inherently, rather than
coming from society or rules. Early in
the hearings, however, he told committee members he does not believe in using the philosophy to decide cases;
• Depsite his pledge to remain openminded on abortion, Thomas once
praised an anti-abortion article as a
good example of natural law.
If the Senate is looking to place the
blame for Thomas' turnaround somewhere — and its lack of good follow-up
questions on the subject indicates it
may not — it should start by pointing
the gavel at itself.
The Senate's job description in the
judicial process is to ensure nominees
have quality of character and have the
skills necessary for the job.

But the senate has turned the process
into a political battlefield in which any
Supreme Court justice with honest conservative beliefs can expect to be in for
a fight.
The Senate has plenty of reason to
question Thomas' qualifications and
skills. He appeared uninformed about
past and future Supreme Court cases
during the hearing — some experts
blamed it on Bush's coaching. In addition, he has been a judge for only one
year.
Thomas' character may also now be
in question with his about-face. Either
he is intentionally duping the committee, or he does not have enough
strength of character to stand up to his
beliefs in the face of others. Either
way, his character could be questioned.
However, the Senate must refrain
from pettyparty-line fights.
George Bush will appoint judiciallyrestrained conservative judges. The
country elected him knowing this.
The liberal majority of the Senate
has a right to be concerned with the
conservative focus of the court —
Harry Blackmun is the last of the true
liberal activists on the court. However,
if the Senate wants to change the
nature of the court, it should focus its
efforts on presenting a qualified contender for the 1992 presidential election.

Quote
Nothing that is worth knowing can be taught.
Oscar Wilde (1856-1900)

Unquote
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Your next stop: the D.C. zone
A Midsummer's Night Supreme Court Nominee
The room is completely black,
except for a tight spotlight in the
center of the room, focusing on a
green blackboard and the nippo
standing right in front of it. The
hippo, grinning professionally, is
standing on its hind legs (though
supported by a cane), and is
wearing thick, horn-rimmed
spectacles and a stereotypical
professorial cap and gown.
"Good morning! My name is
Hector Hippo, and I was hired
over the past week by Mike as the
new host of this column. I'll be
appearing from time to time to
help during some of the more bizarre sequences, but for now,
let's just go right to the feature."
And with a hippo-like, toothy
grin, he points his cane at the
'blackboard,' which now lights up
like a television screen. In white
letters at the bottom are the
words WASHINGTON D.C and
JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION
HEARINGS' superimposed upon
the congressional scene fading in.
Howard Metzenbaum has the
floor. Ted Kennedy's sprawled on
the floor.
HOWARD: OK, Clarence, how
about this one - suppose you were
stranded on a desert island, and
the only way you could escape
would be to declare abortion illegal. What would you do?
CLARENCE (with confident
smile): Really, I don't see where
this is getting us. I mean, you
know I'm not going to try hypothetical cases in a confirmation
hearing.
HOWARD: Hrnmmm, alright,
what if a pregnant, welfare
mother incest victim whose life
was in danger with an alien child
that scientists agreed would grow
up to enslave the human race,
and the woman was drowning up
to her neck in tapioca...
CLARENCE: You know, that
reminds me of a story. When I
was only a child, and I was growing up in Pin Point, Mo., and my
father abandoned me, and I had
to go live with my grandfather
and deliver ice, coal and wood until my fingers bled, and (eight
days later) and there were 27 of
us living in a shoebox in the
middle of the road, and...
JOE BIDEN: Howard, why
don't you let me have a hack at
him...Mr. Thomas, you're very
right. As I've said many times in
speeches I've written, we'll never

get anywhere with sample cases.
All I want to ask you is some
simple questions. Do you believe
that the Constitution of the United
States (which I wrote) can be
superseded by natural law?
CLARENCE: Dunno. Couldn't
we talk about my childhood some
more?
MICHAEL F.
MAKTONE

room).

ORRIN HATCH (rising from
back of room): Gentlemen, if I
may be so assertive, I would like
to make a point. The Democrats
on the panel are taking great
pains to whine about Clarence's
support of 'natural law' to create
new constitutional rights, such as
a fetus' right to live. Well, wah,
wah, boohoohoo, you stinking
crybabies! Y'all had your shots to
make up your own rights using
natural law in the '60s and '70s,
like the right to privacy. Where
the hell did that come from?!
Well, we're in charge now, we've
got a majority on the bench, and
we just might feel like making up
some constitutional inalienable
rights' of our own, like a right to
life, a right to sandblast Reagan's
mug on Mount Rushmore, a right
to napalm ACLU headquarters, a
right to beat up Rodney King, a
right to raid keg parties without
warrants, a right...
SCARECROW (looking a great
deal like Ray Bolger): But aren't
you missing the entire point?
There's no way that they U get
one of their own nominees in until
at least 1996. If you take away
their right to stonewall, you're
leaving them with no other means
to influence the judiciary other
than going over to Rehnquist's
house and blowing his head off
with a sawed-off shotgun!
HOWARD: Hey, that's a fantastic idea! (grabs sawed off
shotgun from under his desk and
marches off)
SCARECROW: No, that wasn't
the point, you weren't really supposed to DO that, I'm just the
straw man, see... (Howie chucks
a match at him and they both
split, screaming.)
Clarence returns from the
men's room, having regained his
confident demeanor, but with
more of a distant, vacant look in
his eyes.

BIDEN: Sorry, no. What's your
opinion as to the legitimacy of the
constitutional right for a woman
to have an abortion?
CLARENCE (winking at the
Republicans in the room): I'm
fairly sure that I don't have a
formed legal opinion on that issue. (Eight minute pause) Yup.
Bloody zip. I've just never ever
thought about it. Sorry!
BIDEN: Well, what about
Clarence Thomas the man, not
the judge? What does he think?
CLARENCE: Nothing, nada,
nichts, zippo, babe. Just a huge
pit in my head where an opinion
ought to be.
Meanwhile, Ted Kennedy is
meandering around the chamber
asking the senators if any of them
have seen his pants. Failing in
this, he collapses again in a heap
of his own vomit.
BIDEN: What about in 1973,
when Roe v. Wade was decided did you tell your law school
friends what you thought about
it?
CLARENCE: Urn, I didn't have
any friends.
BIDEN: How about your first
(Cut to blackboard with current
wife - what'd you tell her?
CLARENCE: I never married. scene superimposed upon it.)
HECTOR: Well, unfortunately
BIDEN: Yes, you did! Here's
your wedding photo! (Holds it up) that's all the space we have today, but make sure that you tune
CLARENCE: Oh, right. Well, in next week for our exciting conurn, we didn't talk much because clusion - same Bat Time, same
Bat Column! Have a lovely Tuesshe, um, didn't have a jaw.
BIDEN: Yes, she did! (Holds day!
Mike Martone is a columnist
up glass jar with jaw in it, with
for The BG News, and he thinks
nametag 'Kathy')
that
his photo is just getting more
CLARENCE: Oh, right. Well,
um, I gotta go wee. (Darts out of and more charming each week.

Letters to the Editor

'Prince' hasn't
acted as thief
for years now

rity of this town's personal belongings since the story of my
juvenile delinquency was published on BGSU campus. His
point is a good one except for
one thing — I committed those
crimes in high school, six years
ago and at the young age of 15.
The BG News:
In reference to Heckerman's Although I may have been a con
letter to the editor concerning artist back in the good old days,
the adolescent years, I'm
the article "Prince of Thieves
(The Insider, September 6) re- 21-years-old now, ready to
garding my past life of crime, I graduate. Nowhere in those
plans do I see any desire to
would like to say a few things.
Heckerman seems a bit wor- break the law.
When I was quoted as saying I
ried about the safety and secu-

would do it over again, I meant
I would like to be 15 years old
again, to relive my past life as a
juvenile delinquent. It really
was fun! Unluckily, I don't
think time travel is possible in
this era. Oh well.
And about Heckerman not
getting published as a senior
fiction writer; is this relevant?
Sounds like a personal problem
tome.
Daniel Cowan
Senior
Public Relations

Campus
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Group warns consumers
Animal rights activists strive to educate students
by Rodney J. Auth
business reporter

Each day, in testing labs
around the world, 50,000 animals
are killed.
This is according to Tom and
Pam VanValkenburg, traveling
representatives for the New England Anti-Vivisection Society
(NEAVS). The VanValkenburgs
stopped in front of the University
Union Monday to promote
awareness about animal rights.
"[Lab testing] adds up to 15-20
million animal deaths a year,"
they reported.
NEAvS travels around the nation in The Mobilizer, which according to Tom VanValkenburg,
is "a colorful, high-tech mobile
exhibit focusing on the use of
animal tests by cosmetic and
household product companies."
The majority of lab testing
animal deaths occur in labs of
companies consumers have
grown to trust, he said.
Gillete, Chanel, ColgatePalmolive Co., Johnson & Johnson Products, L'Oreal and Proctor & Gamble are examples of
such companies, he said.
The purpose for The Mobilizer's national travels is to remind consumers that their
"choices directly affect the animals, the Earth and all of us," the
group's information packet

"Animals are an important part of the world,
and they don't belong in the product testing
lab."
—River Phoenix, actor
stated.
By choosing products from
such companies as John Paul
Mitchell, Christian Dior, Tom's of
Maine, Ecover, Estee Lauder and
Bon Ami, consumers are advocating animal rights, the information stated.
In its attempt to educate consumers about "cruelty-free products" NEAVS has targeted Gillete as its number one enemy.
NEAVS has written and documented, on videotape, the torture
of animals in Gillete's labs by a
former employee, according to
the group's literature.
According to this literature, the
employee "saw rabbits whose
skin was peeled raw and blistered
from dandruff shampoo," and
she "watched the death spasms
of rats condemned by the toxic effects of massive forced inhalation
of hairsprays and aerosol deodorants."
By purchasing "cruelty-free"
products and using suggestions
off of NEAVS' Do It Yourself list,
consumers can force companies

to choose an alternative to animal
testing in labs, the group reported.
Interested students can also
join SETA (Students for the Ethical Treatment of Animals), the
organization responsible for
bringing The Mobilizer to campus.
According to Dave Brodin,
SETA originator, the group needs
help planning live speakers and
videos for the semester.
By choosing to buy "crueltyfree products" or helping an
animal rights organization, consumers would be joining the likes
of comedian Lily Tomlin, pop
singer Belinda Carlisle and actor
River Phoenix who have, among
other celebrities, spoken out
The BG Newi/Stepfaaak Uwli
against the use of animals in
household products and cosmetic The NEAVS van stopped in Bowling Green at the Union Oval yesterday on a tour of the East Coast. The
goal of NEAVS, which stands for New England Anti-Vivisection Society, is to educate people on the mislabs.
treatment of animals in research done to test household items.
"Animals are an important
Eart of the world, and they don't
Biological sciences professor mals and humans.
organisms respond to test substielong in the product testing Stan Smith, however, said testing
"The use of non-animal models tutes," he said. "[A] non-animal
lab," Phoenix said, according to is sometimes necessary to draw fin testing labs) pre-supposes substitute is not always a viable
NEAVS' information.
scientific conlusions about ani- that scientists understand how substitute."

The Way to sell campus to developers
EMPORIA, Kan. (AP) - Offi- Ohio. "This company will buy the
cials of The Way College say they entire campus ... the real estate,
have entered into an agreement not the personal property."
Wierwille also would not reveal
to sell the idle campus to a
the selling price or what the
Topeka developer.
Way International vice presi- buyer plans to do with the camdent Don Wierwille said he has pus. When the school closed in
signed an agreement to sell the 1989, Wierwille said the property
41-acre campus to an unnamed was appraised by the county at
$7.6 million.
Topeka real-estate developer.
"I'm not in this to make
We have reached an agreement to work together for a clos- money," he said. "I never have
ing on Oct. 7," Wierwille said been. My main priority has alMonday from New Knoxville, ways been to sell the property,

Priest leaves estate to friends for beer

CUYAHOGA FALLS, Ohio (AP)
— A Roman Catholic priest who
died last month figured that as
long as he couldn't take it with
him, his fellow clerics might as
well have a good time with his
money.
When Msgr. Thomas P. Campbell died at age 65 he left three fellow priests money to be used speWay officials have been trying cifically on items such as beer
to sell the campus since 1989, and golf balls, according to the
when regular classes ended be- will filed Friday in Summit
County Probate Court.
cause of a lack of students.

but I think that is hard for people
to understand."
Despite the agreement, Wierwille said he will continue negotiating with Joe Maas International, an auction firm from Rochester, Minn, in case the deal
with the Topeka developer falls
through.

Don't
Forget

Campbell was pastor of St.
Joseph Church in Cuyahoga
Falls, about 10 miles east of Akron.
To the Rev. Robert Donohoe,
pastor of Mother of Sorrows
Church in Peninsula, he left
$1,000 "to replenish his supply of
Harp Lager Beer and-or Tullamore Dew for consumption by
(him (self and friends in my
memory around St. Patrick's
Day, until that time when Father
Bob joins me in my eternal 'cot-

tage.'"
To the Rev. Donald Brickman
of the Cleveland Roman Catholic
Diocese, Campbell left a small
sum for the annual purchase of
tickets to Blossom Music Center,
summer home of the Cleveland
Orchestra.
And for the Rev. John Neary, a
retired priest, Campbell left his
golf balls and tees and $100 "to
replenish his supply of both each
spring."

P.A.R.T.Y.
Promoting Awareness and Responsibility Towards Yourself

Your Time Seniors
Your pre-appointed senior portrait
time, that is. Carl Wolf Studio, Inc. is
on campus for the next several
days to shoot senior portraits.
Please check the information you
received from the studio for your
scheduled session date. Simply
show up at The KEY, 28 West Hall 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. for your portrait;
closed noon to 1 p.m. for lunch.

Call 372-8086
for more details

cp

Have you ever participated in SADD,
Teen Institute, Youth-to-Youth, or any
other drug/alcohol awareness group?
Even if you havn't, are you interested
in continuing to promote alcohol
awareness towards others?

Then come see what
we are all about!

Come P.fl.ft.T.V. with Us!
Tues Sept 17th at 9:15 p.m.
or
Wed Sept 18th ot 9:15 p.m.
310 Student Services

%>
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USG senatorial elections today
byKirk Pavelieh
USG reporter

Undergraduate Student
Government will conduct senator
elections for six district seats and
six off-campus seats today. The
elections will take place from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Union Oval
and from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at all
on-campus dining halls.
The following is a summary of
all 23 candidates' backgrounds
and goals if elected.
District 1: Offenhauer East, Offenhauer West, Prout Hall
Michael Thomas, a freshman
finance major, said he wants to
work on a number of small issues
along with helping students gain
access to various on-campus programs.
"I want to reach out to the student body and find little things
that bother students and work on
those," he said. "I also want to
make students aware of various
programs on-campus that are
available to them."
District 2: Mac Donald Quadrangle, all Sorority Houses from the
University Union to Thurstin
Street
Jenifer Slack, a senior liberal
studies/IPCO major, said she is
interested in continuing work in a
wide range of activities aimed at
the entire student body.
"My areas of concentration in
the past have been affirmative
action and handicapped services," she said. "I intend to pursue areas of interest to the student body."
Sharon Turco, freshman journalism major, said she will concentrate on being available to
hear any student problems.
"I will have an open door policy
so anyone can come to me with
their problems," she said. "My
goal is for USG to make sure that
it's a government for the students."
District 3: Founders and Kohl
Hall
Susan Hyde, a freshman hospitality management major, said
she wants to make USG more
available to the student body.
"My goal is to make the students at Bowling Green more
aware that USG is made up of
students and is there to help
them," she said.
District 4: Rodgers Quadrangle, Old Fraternity Row, New
Fraternity Row, Conklin Hall
John Babel, a junior environmental science/psychology
major, said he plans to concentrate on a main complaint of the
residents within his district.
"One of my biggest goals right
now is to try and do something
about the problem with the doors
being locked at Rodgers all the

Undergraduate Student Government
time," he said. "I'm trying to
work out some solution because
the residents there are very unhappy."
Lawrence Hrabnlcky, a sophomore business major, said he is
intent on better unifying the students on campus because
strength comes in numbers.
"I want to try to unify the student body a little more and hear
people's problems and complaints," he said. "If there are a
lot of people with the same feelings, I want to try and bring them
together so that more can be
done."
Kelly Sibert, a freshman political science major, said he wants
to be an active senator in USG to
best serve the residents of his district.
"I want to become an active
figure in USG and contribute my
time and ideas and represent the
r;ople in my district the best that
can," he said.
Bryan Theis, junior pre-law political science/English major,
said he wants to improve relations between the students and
the administration.
"I want more communication
between the students in residence
halls and the University regarding complaints and inquiry about
operations of the University," he
said.
District 5: Harshman Quadrangle
Jason Jackson, a sophomore
telecommunications major, said
he wants to improve student life
and academics at the University
along with bringing mistakes out
into the open.
"I want to make a difference at
this University for the welfare of
the students and the betterment
of our academics," he said. "Too
many wrong things happen here
that go unsaid — I want to say the
unsaid."
Steve Ragan, freshman political science major, said he wants
to concentrate on issues important to freshmen at the University.
"My goal is to help the freshmen have their voice heard," he
said. "Once I become more
aware of any problems that may
be needing change, I will rede-

sign what I'm wanting to do."
Tiffani Scohy, a freshman elementary education major, said
she wants to make the University
a better place for all students.
"I want to do whatever I can do
to make the University and my
district the best it can be," she
said.
Jennifer Spitler. a freshman
political science/international
relations major, said she wants to
get students involved in USG
through the voter registration
drive.
"The main thing I am concerned with is registering students to vote," she said. "That is
very important in a democratic
society.
District 6: Kreischer Quadrangle
Jenny Mathe, freshman political science/French major, said
she will concentrate on improving on-campus student life
through USG.
"I will promote the overall welfare and enjoyment of the students on this campus using the
authority and effectiveness of the
Undergraduate Student Government," she said.James Walters,
a sophomore political science
major, said he wants to work on
unifying the students with the
Bowling Green community.
"My goal is to continue working
with the present campus leaders
and doing whatever we can to
improve the University itself and
the relations between it and the
city," he said. "'I was real active
in doing that last year and I'd like
to continue doing that.''
Maurice Wright, a sophomore
political science major, said he
wants to concentrate on serving
not only the residents in his district but the entire student population.
"I want to effectively represent
the undergraduate student body
to the college administration and
to vote in the best interest of my
constituents and myself," he
said.
Off Campus: All apartments,
Fraternity Houses, etc. that are
not located on the University
campus
Scott Chamberlain, senior
sport management major, said
he wants to concentrate on unifying all campus related organizations.

"My goal is for USG to work
more closely and develop
stronger communication ties with
other groups and organizations
on campus,' he said.
William Duncan, a freshman
pre-law major, said he wants to
concentrate on improving life for
the off-campus student population.
"I want to better represent
those students living off campus
in such issues as parking availa;
bility and student employment,"
he said.
Joseph Fazek, a senior public
administration major, said he
wants to work on a wide variety
of campus and city issues that
were unfinished from last year.
"I want to work on the lighting
problem that has existed since
my freshman year and I will also
focus on city issues like zoning
and police," he said.
Dave Gagner, senior political
science major, said he wants to
concentrate on better unifying
USG and the University administration.
"I want to keep out in-fighting [
within USG] and to make the administration understand that a
strong hand will not work," he
said. "They are going to have to
work with us."
Brian Halloran, a junior international business/finance major,
said he wants to be involved in
limiting the division currently
existing within USG.
"I want to get involved because
I want to have a hand in how
things work," he said. "Also, I
want to strive toward a more
united Undergraduate Student
Government."
Steve Novak, a senior elementary education major, said he
wants to work at making the
senator position more accessible
to the needs of the student.
"I would like to see USG be
more accessible to the average
student," he said. "I want the
students to feel they can contact
their senator at any time to voice
their concerns."
Shawn Simmons, sophomore
purchasing and operations management major, said he wants to
concentrate primarily on issues
important to off-campus students.
"I want to help promote unity
in USG and to give off-campus
students a strong voice on camSius," he said. "I will also press
or standard leases for all offcampus students."
Jeff Yeager, a junior business/pre-law major, said he
wants to work at bringing oncampus organizations together
through USG.
"Many under-represented student groups suffer from a failure
to act together despite common
interests," he said. "By representing their needs, I can be a gobetween in USG."
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A Great Way To Get Together...

Sarah Smith, 10, and her mother, Rita, browse at the City Park
Community Fair Sunday afternoon. Community Day was sponsored by the city of Bowling Green to promote community
awareness. Sarah performed with the Cadet Twirlers throughout the day as part of the entertainment feature of the fair.

Police blotter
■ A resident of Fourth Street
■ Adam Harrison, 206 Rogers
Hall, was cited for DUI Saturday reported her wallet and radar detector were stolen out of her unmorning, police said.
locked car Friday night. The
■ A resident of North Prospect radar detector was valued at
Street reported two people were $100, police said.
■ Stanley K. Heuerman, East
fighting on the corner of North
Main Street and West Court Zimmerman Forest, was arStreet Saturday morning. The re- rested for public indecency Frisident reported seven to 10 people day night, police said.
were just watching, police said.
■ Thomas Glantz, 326 Kohl
■ A resident of Scott Boulevard
reported someone had stolen her Hall, was cited for underage concement goose Saturday morning. sumption Friday night, police
The goose was valued at $40 and said.
■ A resident of South Main
the clothes it was wearing were
Street reported his car was vanvalued at $25, police said.
dalized Friday night. The front
■ Daniel L. Thorns, Toledo, windshield was broken out by a
was cited for disorderly conduct beer bottle, police said.
■ A resident of South Summit
Friday morning. Thorns was observed urinating between two Street reported his radar detector
cars near Good Tymes pub. He and cassette tapes were stolen
said he was a little drunk and the out of his Jeep Thursday night.
bathrooms in the bar were too Both door windows were sliced
open on the Jeep top, police said.
crowded, police said.
■ A resident of North Main
■ A Perrysburg resident reStreet reported her car had been
vandalized Friday morning. The ported someone had stolen his
car, which was parked in Lot 3, radar detector and headset out of
had the passenger's side window his unlocked car Thursday night,
police said.
smashed, police said.

Accused murder suspect believed innocent
8 oz. New York Strip
Steak Dinner
with Potato & Side Dish

Only $5.95
Sundays
Mon - Thurs

12:00 - 2:00pm
11:30- 1:30pm
4:30- 7:00pm

Friday
11:30- 1:30pm
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card addcptcd after 4:30 for on-campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 + plan holders

BELL ACRES, Pa. (AP) — A
criminologist, who discovered a
child was falsely accused of killing his mother, now has identified
the man he believes committed
the 1956 hatchet slaying in suburban Pittsburgh.
Former FBI agent Jim Fisher
reviewed case evidence including
110 photographs of Helen Zubryd s body and the crime scene.
Fisher said Mrs. Zubryd was
killed by William Spiegel, a
Pittsburgh man who died in 1967
at a mental hospital.
"No one will ever know for certain, with the man being dead,
but the case has been closed and
enough doubt has been raised to
get the kid off the hook," said
Jerry Fielder, a detective in Al-

legheny County District Attorney
Robert Colville's office. Fielder
also investigated the case.
Mrs. Zubryd's 8-year-old son,
Charlie, returned from a neighbor's house on Nov. 20, 1956, to
find her body in the basement of
the family's home in Sewickley
Township, now Bell Acres.
A hatchet was buried five inches into Mrs. Zubryd's forehead.
Police reports said Charlie ran
next door, asked the neighbor to
call a doctor and said: "Mommy's bleeding. A hatchet fell on
her."
Spiegel confessed to the crime
in 1958 but was released because
detectives thought he was mentally ill and the confession was invalid, said Fisher, a professor at

CATCH THE SPIRIT s
of the BGSU
FALCONS

Edinboro University near Erie.
Instead, Allegheny County
homicide detectives publicly
identified Charlie as the suspect
in the murder, but he was never
charged or brought to trial.
Fielder said a judge ordered him
to live in a youth home before approving his adoption.
Charlie — now Charles Duffy, a
43-year-old salesperson in
Columbus, Ohio —was adopted by
Frank and Florence Duffy of
Bridgeville, a Pittsburgh suburb.
"when one reads these police
reports and looks at the pictures
of the homicide, it would have
been a physical impossibility for
an 8-year-old boy to inflict those
kinds of wounds," Fielder told
The Pittsburgh Press in Monday's editions.
Fisher said his review of coroner's reports showed there was
no evidence to implicate Charlie.
Scrapings from Mrs. Zubryd's
fingernails showed she scratched
her attacker, but Charlie had no

scratches, Fisher said.
Charlie passed a polygraph test
several months after his mother
was killed. But Spiegel was "totally unresponsive in a polygraph
test administered July 22, 1958,
according to police records. The
police records said Spiegel had
been treated for mental illness
since 1939.
Records indicated he was free
from Mayview State Hospital the
day Mrs. Zubryd, a widow, was
killed. That afternoon, he was
fired from his job as a laborer
and filed for unemployment pay
in Ambridge, about one mile from
the Zubryd's home.
Fisher said Spiegel fit witnesses' descriptions of a "moonfaced man who caught a bus in
nearby Leetsdale. That man's
face had been scratched, police
said.
"This is the moon-faced guy.
It's black and white, record to record. It's just beautiful the way it
works out," Fielder said.

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER

W€IGHT TRAINING CLINIC
Saturday, Sept. 21 11:00 am - 1 pm
at the Student Recreation Center

SATURDAY 4:0O P.M.
BOWLING GREEN VS. CINCINNATI
@ DOYT L. WERRY MILD

HELP MAKE IT TWO IN A ROW AT
HIST PkfScNr YtlUBSTIJDtNT I 0 AT THEGATt FOB ADMISSION

GO FALCONS!

Come and learn more about
Nautilus and Universal UJeiohtliftingl
For more information contact
Lauren Mangili at 372-2711
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Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.
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Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why
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you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card. □ It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the reliable

service you've come to expect from AT&T. □ Plus, if you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hour's worth of

AT&T long distance calling* And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services

designed to save students time and money. □ The AT&T Calling Card. It's the best route to wherever you're going.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.
■Good to> one hoj erf o*»cl<WO com lo to—t nqfii ana —»«nq CJ*CQ D*ma on poet «fcq*« 2/16/91 0**»mfa*ion*$82bAW Long Dtiance C*<*c»*
pwatuOtnt OflwwMtftoughJunaX 1982
©1991 ATAT
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UAO successful
with full-width
movie showing
by Chris Hawley
contributing reporter
The theater went dark, the
curtain opened and purple
light spilled across the screen as
a singer intoned: "It's the blob,
it's the blob, it's the blob..."
The schlock was more than the
audience could take; 30 seconds
into the classic camp film "The
Blob," the crowd was roaring
with laughter.
Behind the projector, the
members of the University Activities Organization Campus Films
staff beamed at the success of
their first full-width movie presentation.
"This movie was just made to
be mocked," campus films director Dave Huffman said at "The
Blob's" Thursday night debut.
"[The campus films]are always
good fun."
Audiences seem to agree.
Theaters have been packed at
UAO's first five movies of the
year. With this month's introduction of state-of-the-art sound and
a full-width projector in the Gish
Theatre, UAO staff members say
the Campus Films Program is
only getting better.
Thursday's screening of "The
Blob," part of UAOrs weekly
classic films series, filled the
Gish Theatre almost to capacity.
All five presentations of last
weekend's "Dances with Wolves"
were sold out before showtime.
"Silence of the Lambs," UAO's
Sept. 6 offering, sold more than
1,300 tickets — the season's
biggest draw yet.
Putting together a blockbuster
season of films is not easy, according to UAO members.
Plans for the fall semester's
playbill began in spring when the
50-member Campus Films Committee, one of 14 UAO commit-

tees, met to determine what movies should be ordered for the University.
It is an informal process,
Huffman said, and most film
selections begin as suggestions
from committee members or students. The list of proposed films
is shortened through discussions
by the committeee, then presented to UAO Director Gale Swanka
for approval.
UAO aims to appeal to many
tastes, Swanka said.
"We can offer a lot of variety,"
she said. "Horror, comedy,
drama ... there are so many audiences that we can attract."
Films are sometimes eliminated because of availability.
UAO staffers said, but never because they are offbeat or controversial.
"We educate also," Swanka
said. "Through the films, we can
bring up historical issues or
different points of view for discussion."
UAO takes its educational responsibility seriously, balancing
box-office hits with classics,
avant-garde art films and documentaries. Last year's film
schedule included Ingmar Bergman's symbolic "Seventh Seal,"
Andy Warhol's controversial
"Bad," and an AIDS awareness
program featuring films by gay
and lesbian directors. Schedules
in past years have even included
selections from the New York
Erotic Film Festival.
The idea is to use film to bring
present new perspectives on issues, UAO graduate adviser
Dave Rachita said.
"That's what college really is
all about," Rachita said, "Bringing new views to students."
After the list of films is approved, the real work of booking
shows begins. Huffman calls the

Optometrists
Pharmacists
Physician
Assistants
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The University Activities Organization's campus film presentation
"Dances With Wolves" plays to a packed theater Friday night. UAO
staffers said the movies have become a University tradition, and
two film distributing companies
in the Ohio area to collect price
quotes and reserve movies for
rental.
Rental prices vary according to
the popularity of a film, its age
and its picture format — fullwidth 35mm prints are more expensive than the square-frame
16mm format used for classroom
films. UAO's non-commercial
film license helps to lower rental
firices but also limits booking of
irst-run movies and the amount
of advertising the campus films
program can do.
Booking films is a risky business — rentals are expensive and
audience turnout is not always
easy to predict. Distributors demand a profit, charging a flat
rental fee or half of the box office
take, whichever is greater. The
one-weekend rental of "Silence of
the Lambs" cost UAO $900 and
brought in more than $2,000 in
ticket sales — $1,000 went to the
distributing company.
Profits from the movies are

"That's what college really is all about.
Bringing new views to students."
—Dave Rachita, UA O graduate adviser
used by UAO to pay for promotional pamphlets and posters,
theater use, film projectors,
projectionists and the Thursday
night classic films series.
When a movie arrives at the
University, projectionists from
the Instructional Media Service
unpack the film and load it into
the projector. Because featurelength films are shipped in parts
and must be spliced together before showing, preparing a film for
screening can be tedious work.
Last weekend's film, "Dances
with Wolves" was snipped in 10
reels and took IMS workers four
hours to splice together.
After the shows, the film must
be cut apart and put back on its
reels for reshipping.

Films are shown in Hanna
Hall's Gish theatre. University
Hall's Eva Marie Saint theatre,
and the large Math Science Building auditoriums. The Eva Marie
Saint theatre, with 400 seats, is
used most often for big-name
shows. The 167-seat Gish theatre
— newly restored at a cost of
$250,000 — can present films of
the highest sound and picture
quality with a new SurroundSound speaker system and $900
35mm projector.
Using the smaller theaters
means more shows may be
needed to make a profit — but it
also provides a more intimate
atmosphere, Huffman said.
Audiences agree the magic of
the theater is something special.

"There's no way I could have
sat through this on video. But the
audience reaction was great... it
made it a lot of fun," one "Blob"
watcher said.
"... and there aren't any commercials," sophomore Matt
Wicker said. More than 30 years
old, the campus films program is
"a tradition everyone knows,"
Rachita said.
Huffman said he expects an
even brighter future for campus
films.
The new projector will make it
possible to screen first-run movies, or even premieres for preview audiences, who can then
rate the movies through filmmakers' questionnaires. Because
box-office profits go back into
scheduling new movies, the
strong first weeks of this semester's season promise a good
lineup of films for the spring.
"Trie more people who come,
the more films we'll be able to
show," Huffman said. "We're doing well...very well."

1-800-332-ATBS

fH*~ Disco
discover a challenging

future with opportunities to
advance. Serve your country
while you serve your career with:
• great pay and benefits
• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental
care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
Find out how to qualify as an Air

Force professional. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT
(615)889-0723

with the addition of a new projector and an expanded playbill, the
films program is "better than ever".

Campus
Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
352-9638
Large 1 Item
Pizza
Pan or Thin
$5.00
Expire 10-6-91

• * ATTENTION FRESHMEN * •

Small 1 Item
Pizxa
Pan or Thin

$4.00

Expire 10-6-91

The Freshman Beginnings Book
Final Pick Up

2-7" Pizza Subs
Only

$6.00

Expire 10-6-91

Come to Mileti Alumni Center

Tuesday from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

9-17
Wednesday from 11 a.m. - 7 p.m.

FALL U2>D fl~[~C ON

COLLEGE LIVING
A SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT TO
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IN TOMORROW'S NEWSPAPER
Whatever is new and trendy, you'll
Find it in this edition.

FASHIONS
HAIRSTYLES
MUSIC

g \r^*\f
UhJa

DINING
ENTERTAINMENT
THINGS TO DO

AXQ

New Initiates

ETC. ETC. ETC!!!
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
214 WEST HALL
372-2601
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Julie Cook
Heather Ann Fitzgerald
Tracy Januska
Kelly Kuntz
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Carrie Masteller
Valerie Masterson
Sandy Prusnek
Kristan Soden
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University into baskets Poet to publish book
Firelands campus offers 4-week weaving course
by Kimberly Larson

materials for the class ... but if
they want to decorate their baskets to create more individuality
they must bring the extra stuff in
HURON — When someone asks on their own, said course inyou what your favorite class is structor Saundra Dolbeer.
and you jokingly reply, "Under"Appalachian Basketry is not
water basket weaving," it could
be partly true — especially if you the type of baskets that you see in
attend Firelands campus.
the normal market," she said.
Firelands has been offering "Nobody ever completes a basket
Appalachian basketry for about that looks just like someone else's
six years, and the response to this because it depends on how the incourse has been incredible, said dividual weaves and shapes the
Lori Peugeot, a secretary at the reed."
personal and professional develIn the class, students also learn
opment program.
how to dye their baskets for a
"For some reason, this course more individual look, Dolbeer
has always had a large response said.
from the community and profes"Once the students complete
sionals in the area," Peugeot the first Appalachian Basketry
said.
course, they can progress into the
The Appalachian Basketry Appalachian Basketry II, which
course runs for four weeks. Dur- instructs students on how to make
ing that time, each student makes more advanced baskets," she
four baskets.
said.
"The students purchase the
This non-credit course is ofgeneral assignment reporter

fered Tuesday nights Oct. 1
through Oct. 22 from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m.
Dolbeer and Pat Krebs have
taught the course since it began
six years ago.
Dolbeer said she learned the
art of Appalachian Basketry
from Krebs in 1984. Since that
time they have appeared in art
shows in Toledo, Huron and
Cleveland.
"Pat and I have been close
friends for awhile," Dolbeer said.
"When Pat learned that I enjoyed
working with my hands in things
like sewing, she decided to teach
me how to weave so I could help
her teach the class."
Krebs has a degree in fine arts
which she received from The
Ohio State University. She refers
to herself as a "fiber artist," because she enjoys weaving baskets
and clothing more than anything
else, Dolbeer said.

City Council discusses
problem of staff safety
by Jacqueline Porter
assistant cilj editor
Municipal administrator Colleen Smith said there was a problem with the application of signs
on utility poles at Monday's City
Council meeting.
Smith said this is an illegal act
which actually could result in the
injury of city employees. When
putting up such signs, a person
must ask for permission from the
municipal administrator.
"It's a danger to the employees
when they climb the poles, because they get caught on the nails
and staples," she said.
Director of Utilities Daryll
Stockburger agreed with Smith,
saying although the signs get
pulled off, the staples and nails

usually get left behind — which
can puncture the lineperson's
gloves and boots.
"It doesn't seem like that big of
a deal, but we have a lot of poles
that look like porcupines,'' he
said.
Smith added city workers have
been attempting to continually
remove the signs. However, it is
impossible to keep up.
In other business, a special
hearing by the Community Improvement Committee was called
to discuss a possible city ban of
smoking in places of public business.
The committee considered testimony from the public on the issue of banning smoking from public areas including restaurants.
At-large councilperson Pearl
Oppliger said the committee de-

cided more research must be
conducted before the city passes
an ordinance about the issue.
"We definitely need to gather
more information on the subject
—especially concerning restaurants," she said. "There must be
other ways to gather additional
information, such as a survey."
Mayor Edwin Miller and Smith
reported on their visits to 225
homes in the East Merry, Thurstin and Frazee Avenue areas during the past week.
"We visited about 60 percent of
the people who lived there — and
we had a very nice reception
from the young people in that
area," he said.
"We had excellent contact and
we certainly did the right thing in
talking with them," he added.

Court blotter
The following people appeared
in Wood County Court of Common
Pleas Monday:
■David Roberts, Rossford, entered a plea of not guilty to one
count of corruption of a minor.
Roberts was released on his own
recognizance.
■Tom Kleinert, Toledo, entered a plea of not guilty to one
count of patient abuse. Kleinert
was released on his own recognizance.
■Alphonzia J. Johnson, Detroit, entered a plea of not guilty
to one count of carrying a concealed weapon and not guilty to
one count of having weapons
under disability. Johnson was
ordered to pay bond of $2,500 for
each count.
■ John Alvarado, Toledo,

pleaded not guilty to one count of
drug abuse. Alvarado was
ordered to pay bond of $12,500,
which was continued from a previous case.
The following people appeared
in the Court of Common Pleas on
bill of information cases Monday:
■John Umble, 247 N. Prospect
St., appeared on a charge of
breaking and entering. Umble
was released on his own recognizance.
■William D. Lee, Rising Sun,
entered a plea of guilty to a
charge of domestic violence. Lee
was released on his own recognizance and ordered to have no contact with the complainant other
than in counseling. Lee will be
sentenced Oct. 22.
■ Randal Mullholand, Walbri-

dge, entered a plea of guilty to a
charge of sexual battery. Mullholand was released on his own recognizance and ordered to have
no contact with the complainant
other than to return to the residence one day per week when the
complainant would not be present
to assist in domestic matters.
Mullholand will be sentenced Oct.
22.
■Russell D. Riches, Perrysburg, entered a plea of guilty to a
charge of theft. Riches was
ordered to pay a previous bond of
$2,500 and was sentenced to one
and one-half years in prison to be
served concurrently with a current sentence. Riches was also
ordered to pay $250 in restitution
to Olympic Pools.
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CHOW AND CHALLENGE
WEEKEND
Sponsored by (sffiD and Harshman Quad
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21st
Everyone Welcome !
GRAND PRIZE

A TRIATHALON TOURNAMENT
Softball, Volleyball, Tug of War
TOMORROW is the LAST day
to sign up your co-ed team of
10 (5 men/5 women) in the
UAO office, 3rd floor Union
$ 10 refundable entrance fee
FOOD
From Harshman Food Op
11:30 am - 3:30 pm

AND

ADDITIONAL PRIZES
from
nrroi
MUSIC AND FOOD
Located between the
THE RICH MICHEL
Quads by Peregrine
BAND
Pond
12:00-3:00 pm
TOURNAMENT
at the Intramural Fields

CHALLENGE

by Amy Applebaum
greek reporter

Poetry author J. William
Myers, a Bowling Green graduate, has published his 12th book,
Something Will Be Mine, a book
of poems consisting mostly of
nature imagery.
Seventy-one years old, Myers
published his first poem in 1941
in theOhio State Journal, what
Myers said was a prominent
newspaper at the time.
"My poetry's appeared in
every major paper in the U.S.,"
Myers said.
He said he first became interested in poetry when he was six
years old and his father read
poetry aloud from romantic
magazines.
"I became enamored with the
rhythm," Myers said.
He also edited poetry for The
Columbus Dispatch and The
Blade, he said, when readers
were interested in poetry.
In 1971 he won the London
Critic Circle Award for the
poem "A Prayer For A House I
Never Had."
Myers, ordained a Methodist quest.
minister in 1948, is now a UniMyers completed his undertarian Universalist minister graduate work at Ohio Wesleywith the First Universalist an University and received his
Church of Horton, MI and has master's degree from Bowling
been since 1981.
Green.
His poetry is not deHis plans for the future innominationally religious, but he clude finding publishers for
said it is "religious in a human- four completed poetry books.
istic sense."
He said publishers are hard to
"That never really spilled find.
over," he said.
Myers is also translating A
The exception is his previous Mass of Life, by Friedrich
book The Sky Is Forever which Nietzsche from German to Engcontains poems on the religious lish.

His autobiography, to be titled A Long Time Learning because he said he has made
many mistakes, has been in the
works for several years.
"I'm ready to die except for
that," he said.
One local expert said Myers'
work is far from dead, though.
"Mr. Myers treats old themes
in an uncommon way. His
poems are not mildewed with
cliches but his words are fresh
and imaginative," said Louis
Ginsberg, a poet and teacher.

TAFT
Continued from page one.
Taft said his office has commended University students on
their efforts within the campus
coalition to register 10,000 students for November's election.
The coalition includes Undergraduate Student Government,
College Democrats, College ReEublicans, Friends for Jim Tiner and Students to Elect a
Mayor.
Taft, a Republican, will be returning to Bowling Green on Oct.
3 on an invitation by the College
Republicans to encourage students to register.
"We don't care whether they
register at home or at school, just
that they do it and participate,"
Taft said. "We are going to support them in every way possible."
Taft said he does not have a
stance on the University's policy
forbidding door-to-door registration efforts until three weeks before an election, but invited students or adminstrators to contact

his office if they have questions.
During the meeting with the
boards of elections, Taft said he
supported the idea of working
with the board of motor vehicles
to increase voter turnout, but opposed a "motor voter" bill in
Congress which would make registering citizens to vote automatic when they receive their
driver's licenses.
Supporters of the bill, which include an MTV "Rock The Vote"
campaign, say they believe it
would help young voters become
registered.
Taft acknowleged that a major
reason 18 to-24-year-olds do not
vote is because they do not know
where to register, but he said he
opposed the wording in a motor
voter senate bill currently approaching the floor.
"There are a lot of provisions in
it I don't like at all," Taft said. He

said Ohio already has a kind of
motor voter policy in conjunction
with the bureau of motor vehicles.
Although it is not always done,
BMV workers are legally required to ask patrons if they
would like to register to vote, Taft
said.
Taft said he would like to improve Ohio's motor voter policy
by creating an incentive for BMV
employees to ask this question,
rather than have Congress mandate a motor voter bill from
above.
"I don't like a federal mandate
telling us what the state of Ohio
should do," he said.
Taft said he would also like to
encourage high school seniors to
vote by registering them through
their civics courses.

"MY PART TIME
JOB AT UPS IS REALLY
WORKING OUT."
Part-time dock
work leading and
unloading trailers.
3-4 hours
per day
Monday through
Friday.
Students interested
should meet with
Employment
Represenatives.

$150 for team T-Shirts and
Plaques

Questions? Call dluuD office at 372-2343
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
Wednesday, September 18
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Capital Room in the University Union
We are an equal opportunity employer
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Commission delays
inquiry in funding
of state campaigns

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

North's charges dropped
Colonel 'totally exonerated' of Iran-Contra ties
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
federal judge dismissed all
charges against Oliver North,
the central figure in the IranContra affair, on Monday after
the special prosecutor gave up
trying to reinstate North's felony convictions.
An exultant North declared
himself "totally exonerated ...
I've had my last hearing forever, I hope."
North hugged his attorney,
family and friends in the courtroom after U.S. District Court
Judge Gerhard A. Gesell dismissed the charges.
Independent counsel
Lawrence Walsh said he had
decided it was unlikely he could
win reinstatement of North's
three convictions — for destroying documents, accepting an illegal gratuity and aiding in obstruction of Congress — which
were set aside by a federal appeals court in July 1990.
The appeals court had
ordered Gesell to determine
whether testimony at North's
trial was tainted by use of the
defendant's own forced testimony before Congress, given
under immunity in 1987. Last
week former National Security
Adviser Robert A. McFarlane,

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The
He talked with reporters after
Ohio Elections Commission de- the OEC meeting.
Lindsmith said if the associacided Monday to await more information before looking into tion has done anything wrong, the
charges that an association of commission should impose a fine
state colleges made illegal cam- and let the OTCCA "get on with
paign contributions to state law- its agenda."
"we don't quarrel with the findmakers.
Chairperson Albert Bell and the ings," Lindsmith said of Taft's
other members delayed action complaint. However, he repeated
after being told that Auditor the presidents' claim that they
Thomas Ferguson will soon were unaware of Roach's activity
release a report that will shed and believed the money was for
legitimate purposes.
more light on the controversy.
Roach has refused to talk to reBob Brocco, Secretary of State
Bob Taft's chief elections coun- porters. Roger Deal, the commissel, said Ferguson indicates he sion's counsel, said he was adwill disclose dates, amounts and vised by Roach's attorney,
other details in a report that he Charles Lantz, that Roach sufhas decided to keep confidential fered a heart attack and is not
until his investigation is com- available to appear.
Lindsmith, in response to quesfilete. The commission set no date
or another hearing but said a tions, denied that the presidents
special meeting will be called may have conspired to send camafter Ferguson releases his re- paign money to lawmakers to
port on the Ohio Technical and curry favors for their institutions.
Community Colleges Association.
The commission received moTaft conducted a five-month tions to dismiss Taft's complaint
investigation resulting in allega- from Lantz, OTCCA and Attorney
tions that Harold Roach, an General Lee Fisher, who is reOTTC lobbyist, collected public quired by law to represent the
funds from the presidents of presidents in their official capaciOTCCA's 24 two-year colleges ties.
which he channeled into lawmakers' campaigns.
Arguments on those motions
Investigations also are being also were postponed, along with
conducted by other state and fed- Taft's complaint, although Fisher
eral agencies, including the FBI, had sent an aide, Lauren Ross, to
which is trying to determine represent the colleges if queswhether federal grants may have tions had been asked.
been used for political purposes.
Fisher claims the commission
Meanwhile, Quintin Lindsmith,
OTCCA's lawyer, said there was lacks authority to investigate beno need for the elections commis- cause the colleges are considered
CLEVELAND (AP) — A gun
sion to get involved because it political subdivisions under state
would impose legal costs on col- law. OEC investigations are lim- pawned recently in Cleveland
leges already struggling due to ited to corporations and individu- may have been used in a killing in
New York in 1977, a police
limited resources.
als, he said.
spokesperson said Monday.
The .38-caliber handgun was
pawned Sept. 4 and has been
linked to Johnnie Dacus, who is
wanted by police in the borough
of Queens for the October 1977
shooting of Joseph Mai Ion.

North's White House boss for a
time during the Reagan administration, dealt a heavy blow to
the prosecution by saying in
court that his testimony had
been influenced by North's
statements to Congress.
North was a little-known Marine colonel at the time of the
main events of the Iran-Contra
affair. It involved the resupply,
at his direction, of the Nicaraguan rebels while such aid was
illegal and the diversion to the
Contras of money from the sale
of U.S. arms to Iran.
Disclosure of the basic facts
in late 1986 was the worst blow
to the Reagan administration
during its eight years.
President Bush, who has referred to North as a hero for his
Vietnam exploits, called Monday's action "a good decision."
"It sounds like the system
worked very well," Bush said.
However, Walsh said the
dismissal should be taken as "a
very serious warning that immunity is not to be granted
lightly."
"I urged them (Congress) not
to grant immunity" when North
was called to testify in 1987,
Walsh said.
House Speaker Thomas

Foley, D-Wash., said he did not
believe Congress erred in deciding to hold its own Iran-Contra
inquiry.
Mcfr arlane's successor, John
Poindexter who was convicted
in 1990 of five felonies including
conspiracy and obstruction of
Congress, has made the same
claim as North that his trial
was tainted by immunized testimony to Congress.
Last week Clair George, the
CIA's retired chief of covert
operations, pleaded innocent to
an indictment charging him
with covering up the diversion
of Iran arms sale money to the
Nicaraguan Contras.
In July, retired CIA official
Alan Fiers pleaded guilty to
withholding information from
Congress about the diversion
and North's secret Contra network.
North's destruction-ofdocuments conviction had been
overturned by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit.
He was sentenced in July 1989
to two years of probation,
$150,000 in fines and 1,200 hours
of community service.

Police link pawned gun
to murder in New York

"There exists a possibility this

HOME
FALCON
FOOTBALL

may in fact be the weapon that
was used," Lt. Martin Flask said.
"Apparently, both the weapon
pawned and the gun used in the
slaying were .38-caliber handguns. As soon as we recover that
gun, we intend on turning it over
to New York police."
Dacus, 66, of Cleveland, was
arrested Friday on a warrant
charging him with murder. He is
to appear Tuesday before Municipal Judge Ralph Perk Jr., at
which time he may be asked
whether he will waive an extradi-
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As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Madi2+ F/A-18Aaverticaitake-offllanieror
one of our mher jes or helicopters. And you could
do* by the time you're 2i. But it lakes a special
commitment on your pan We
demand leaders at all le>ds.
W? teach you to be one. If you're

Croatians
and Serbs
maintain
combative
attitudes
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— A European Community peace
negotiator came to Yugoslavia
Monday in an atmosphere of near
total war in Croatia for a summit
with its president and the leader
of rival Serbia.
Federal military units announced an offensive to lift the
siege of army garrisons in the
major Adriatic c stal cities of
Split, Zadar and . oenik. A federal air force jet was shot down
near the Hungarian border.
Air raid sirens wailed for the
second consecutive day in Zagreb, the Croatian capital, and
television officials said their
transmitter outside the city was
slightly damaged by a missile.
Lord Carrington, the European
Community mediator, faced the
task of finding common ground
between Croatian President
Franjo Tudjman and Serbian
President Slobodan Milosevic.
What little the two men had in
common has all but disappeared
in 2 "^months of fighting in Croatia
that has killed more than 400 people.
Croatia, despite battlefield losses that have cost it a third of its
territory, stiffened both its political and military posture by barricading federal army faculties.
The republic, which declared
independence in June, appeared
to be adopting the aggressive
strategy of neighboring Slovenia
that led to withdrawal of federal
soldiers there after brief but
fierce fighting.
Croatia accuses Serbia, the
largest of Yugoslavia's six republics, of instigating the fighting in
an attempt to expand its territory
as Yugoslavia disintegrates. Milosevic says Croatia cannot take
Serb-dominated areas with it if it
secedes from Yugoslavia.

"The next day, he came back to
pick up his paycheck and an argument started with one of the
management employees," said
Robert DiVagno, New York
Police homicide detective. "He
Croatia's decision to blockade
pulled out a handgun and shot the
federal military barracks drew
employee."
criticism from the EC and a swift
and punishing response from the
army, but appeared to boost
morale in the battle-torn republic.
In the Netherlands, which holds
the EC presidency, the European
Community urged the West
European Union to deploy a
lightly armed peacekeeping force
in Yugoslavia.
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tion hearing.
Dacus was fired in October 1977
from the White Pine Sash Corp.,
where he had worked for 10
years, according to a New York
police homicide detective.
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Because H's free* The
U.S Govcrnmcni Printing
Office has a free catalog
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Govcrnmcni Books
about agriculture. cncrg\
children spate, health,
history, business, vacations, and much more

4:00 p.m.
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STUDENT I.D. AT THE
GATE FOR ADMISSION
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isn't presented objectively,
"these systems become virtually
worthless and the intelligence
process becomes a sham.' he
said.
Both Ohio senators also
brought up the need to restructure intelligence operations now
that the Soviet Union has collapsed.
Glenn assured the nominee that
"our need for the CIA and a robust intelligence budget is
greater than ever before."
Metzenbaum was more combative.
"You came up through the
ranks of the CIA as an analyst
whose expertise is in Sovietology.
In today's world, that may have
the equivalent currency of a U.N.
interpreter specializing in Latin
— intellectually fascinating but
all but useless in a practical
sense," Metzenbaum told Gates.
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Navy could leave Noriega's trial begins in Miami
targe r lUpinO Dase Panamanian leader accused of 'selling out' to drug dealers
MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
President Corazon Aquino vowed
Monday to call a public referendum and use "people
power" to overturn a Senate vote
against renewing the lease for a
big U.S. Naval base.
Her action could delay a U.S.
withdrawal from the Subic Bay
base for months or even years.
The base is a major supply and
repair station for U.S. 7th Fleet
ships in the western Pacific and
the Indian Ocean.
The current lease on the base
expired Monday.
The U.S. government had said
the Navy would begin leaving
quickly if the Senate rejected the
treaty to extend the lease for 10
years. But U.S. officials said
Monday the departure would be
delayed to await the referendum.
The White House praised Mrs.
Aquino. "We do appreciate her
efforts. She's trying to engender
public support for the treaty,"
spokesperson Marlin Fitzwater
said.
Mrs. Aquino's former allies in
the "people power revolution"
that put her in office pleaded with
her to accept the Senate's 12-11
vote to close the base and end the
U.S. military presence in the Philippines after 93 years.
They said holding a public referendum could undermine the
democratic institutions she
created after replacing the
ousted Ferdinand Marcos in 1986.
But Mrs. Aquino would not back
down on her plan to let the voters
decide the issue.

"The great majority of the Filipino people still want the Americans to continue to stay on," she
said.
Most Filipinos are believed to
support keeping Subic Bay open,
although surveys also say about
25 percent of the 61 million Filipinos are unaware of the U.S.
presence.
Opposition to the treaty is
strongest in the better-educated
urban classes.
Opponents said they are not
against the United States, but
view U.S. military bases as an infringement on the Philippines'
sovereignty. They also complain
the treaty provided no firm aid
guarantees, and said the proposed rent of $203 million a year
is not enough.
Supporters said it was a mistake to snub the United States
during the economic crisis
brought on by the June eruptions
of the Mount Pinatubo volcano.
U.S. officials agreed earlier to
close four small bases, three of
which were handed over Monday.
The Americans also decided to
give up Clark Air Base, 50 miles
north of Manila, because of damage caused by Mount Pinatubo.
The U.S. bases lost some of
their strategic importance with
the end of the Cold War and their
importance lessened further with
improved U.S.-Soviet cooperation
following the failed coup in Moscow.

MIAMI (AP) — Manuel Noriega, the most powerful man in
Panama, was "just another
crooked cop" who sold his nation
to Colombian cocaine kingpins, a
6rosccutor said Monday to open
le ousted dictator's drug triaf
Pointing to Noriega and calling
him a "small man in a general's
uniform," lead prosecutor Michael Sullivan said the government would prove Noriega
abused his authority to help a
flood of cocaine pour into the
United States.
Noriega came to the Medellin
cartel's attention in the late 1970s
when he arrested smugglers and
intercepted drug shipments, Sullivan said.
"The cartel chiefs sat down and
said they were either going to
eliminate him, or they were going
to buy him," the prosecutor said.
"They decided to Duy him."
The defense elected to hold its
opening statement until the pros-

r

ecution rests, which could take
months.
Sullivan never referred to defense arguments that Noriega's
activities were tolerated or even
authorized by U.S. intelligence
agencies, in part to help the Contra rebels in Nicaragua in the
mid-1980s.
Among the first prosecution
witnesses was convicted U.S.
drug trafficker Max Mermelstein, who was among others expected to outline operations of the
Medellin cartel.
Mermelstein is in the federal
witness protection program and
says there's a $3 million price on
his head. He took the stand under
tight security. U.S. District Judge
William Hoeveler asked sketch
artists not to draw his face.
Mermelstein, who smuggled 55
tons of cocaine to the United
States in the early 1980s, traced
his involvement in the cartel.
Mermelstein, who was paid

$250,000 by the government for in"Manuel Noriega was just anformation, said he met in 1981 other crooked cop — the cartel
with cartel leaders Jorge Ochoa was paying off hundreds of cops,"
and Pablo Escobar in Panama to he said.
discuss expanding their business.
Noriega also protected illegal
arms shipments and allowed
Earlier Monday, prosecutors drug profits to be tunneled into
referred for the first time to two secret, numbered Panamanian
face-to-face meetings Noriega al- bank accounts, among other serlegedly held with cartel leaders in vices, said the prosecutor.
Panama in 1982 and Colombia in
When members of the Medel1983 to negotiate a deal.
lin cartel... needed a safe haven,
According to witnesses who will they came to Panama," he said.
include the cartel's convicted "They were protected there
U.S. manager, Carlos Lehder under the auspices of General
Rivas, Noriega proved willing to Noriega."
sell himself — but was greedy. He
Noriega, 53, wearing four-star
quickly bumped his price from a epaulettes on his brown uniform
proposed $30,000 a shipment to as shirt, sat quietly during the openmuch as $500,000 per load, the ing, listening to a translation
government said.
through headphones.
Noriega received a minimum
Nonega, held in a courthouse
of $10 million from the cartel, the basement cell, faces a maximum
government has claimed.
140 years in prison if convicted on
His activities often were dis- all counts. He surrendered to U.S.
cussed in the cartel's top-level forces following the December
meetings, Sullivan told the jury.
1989 invasion of Panama.
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Soviets promise to
solve food deficit
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet
Union's interim ruling body on
Monday promised to develop an
immediate plan to ease looming
food shortages and opened talks
on a draft economic union treaty.
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev led the discussion of the
State Council on a treaty to move
the country from central control
to a loose economic union of republics in the wake of last
month's failed hard-line coup.
Leading economist Grigory
Yavlinsky, a key architect of the
plan, said an accord between the
republics above all would affirm
the "independence of all members of this union," Tass reported.
He also predicted in an interview with Soviet television that a
basic agreement could be ready
for signing in three weeks.
The participants said they
would issue a joint statement in
two or three days on a coordinated policy by the republics on receiving and distributing foreign
aid to get the country through the
winter, the Interfax news agency
said.

The food situation is particularly critical this year, with the
grain harvest expected to be
roughly 45 million tons smaller
than last year, according to U.S.
Department of Agriculture figures.
Close cooperation is needed for
securing urgently needed
Western food and financial aid.
Yavlinsky said the draft economic union treaty would give
republics the right to have their
own currency, but would require
inter-republican trade using the
Soviet ruble.
He said the plan envisioned
making the ruble quickly convertible in foreign exchange markets, but gave no timetable.
He underscored that the central
government must have power to
coordinate republics' budget policies to control spiraling internal
and external debts, which totaled
about $1.4 trillion at the official
exchange rate last June.
"These days an increase in internal debt of each republic is an
increase in the debt for the entire
union," Yavlinsky said.
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THANK YOU!
Due to your participation, and support the 1991...

...was a HUGE SUCCESS!
Sponsors:
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce
BG News
Bowling Green State University
Downtown Business Association
Planning Committee:
Jim Corbitt, BGSU Auxiliary Services
Floyd Craft, Benfranklin/True Value/Occasions
Dave Crooks, BGSU Union
Joan Gordon, Chamber of Commerce
Mery Beth Hammond, Uhlman's

John Mura, Falcon House Sporting Goods
Cathy Newlove, State Home Savings
Jan Stubbs, BG News
Kelly Wicks, Grounds for Thought
Arto Woodley, BGSU University Relations

Participating Merchants:
1st Advertising Dezyne

BG. Jaycees

Kaufman's Restourants Holley Lodge

Subway Sandwiches

AAA Travel Agency

Children's Resource Center

Key,The

Travel Unlimited. Inc.

A Cut Above

Churchill's

Klevers Jewelry Store

Uhlman's Department Store

Al-Mar Lanes

Digital Automation Associates, Inc.

Klotz Flower Farm Inc.

Uhlman's Salon

Bank One

Duane A. Peters Ins./Century Cos of America

Kroger

United Way

C.O.P.E. - Center of Positive Encouragement

Link, The

University Bookstore. BGSU

Evans Office Equipment

Ohio Citizens Bank

WFOB Radio

Ben Franklin
Big Brothers

Big

Falcon House Sporting Goods

Penney, JC

Wood Cable TV

True Value

Sisters of N.W. Ohio

Gogen's Green Thumb Inc.

Planned Parenthood of Northwest Ohio

Wood County Alcohol, Drug Addiction &

Occasions

Goodremont's

Phillips Television Co.

Mental Health Services Board

BG Liter Prevention & Recylcing Program

Grounds For Thought

R.E. Management

Wood County Council on Alcoholism and

BGSU Con Recycle Program

Heel and Shoe Repair

Robert Thomas Securities

BG News

Hutington National Bonk
Interface College Tuition Asst.

Society Bank & Trust

Wood County Fairgrounds

State Home Savings Bank FSB

Wood County Health Dept.

B.P. Procare

Drug Abuse

Book's Car Parts

Wood County Humane Society

Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce

Woodland Mall

Calico Soqe & Thyme

Wood Lane Adult Services

Prize Winners:
Grand Prize: Jennifer Schneider
Round trip airfair for 2 to Florida for Spring Break
Courtesy of Travel Unlimited and Key Tours
CD Player: Varissa Bunnag
Coutesy of Kroger's
Tailgate Party: Janice Dayton
Courtesy of Foodtown
Merchandise Certificate: Jennifer Carmona
Courtesy of Churchills Supermarkets

And Special Thanks to:
Dave Crooks and the Staff at the University Union, Imogene Krift and
Staff, BGSU Office Services, and Thank You to the many
volunteers who gave their time and energy!
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SPORTS ,
ROUNDUP
The Rocket roars
NEW YORK (AP) —
Roger Clemens got thrown
at — but not thrown out —
and the Boston Red Sox
hung on to beat the New
York Yankees 5-4 Sunday
night to pull within 3'^
games of AI. East-leading
Toronto.
Clemens (16-8) survived
an odd brushback battle in
the sixth inning.
Luis Rivera drew a basesloaded walk in the eighth to
force home the go-ahead
run.
The Yankees led 4-3 when
Nokes, who hit an RBI
single in his previous at-bat,
was hit beneath the right
shoulder with a fastball
from Clemens. Nokes
caught the ball under his
armpit and, with a grimace,
snapped the ball back at the
Red Sox ace.
Clemens caught the throw
easily, and the two players
began exchanging words.
Players in both dugouts and
bull pens emptied, but there
were no punches as the umpires kept the sides apart.
Clemens gave up four
runs on eight hits in seven
innings.
Reliever Tony Fossas retired all five batters he
faced. Jeff Reunion got the
last out for his 39th save.
The Red Sox loaded the
bases in the eighth when
Mike Greenwell was hit by a
pitch from Lee Guetterman
(3-4) with one out and pinch
hitter Carlos Quintana singled. Rich Monteleone relieved and walked pinch hitter Mike Brumley, retired
Tony Pena on a popup, but
then walked Rivera on a
nine-pitch sequence.
Charlton suspended
NEW YORK (AP) —
Norm Charlton, one of the
Cincinnati Reds' three
"Nasty Boys," was suspended for seven days and
fined for hitting Los Angeles
Dodgers catcher Mike
Scioscia on purpose with a
pitch and later saying he
might come after him
again.
A statement from
National League president
Bill White on Monday said,
"Charlton was suspended
for his comments admitting
he deliberately threw at
Mike Scioscia of the Dodgers and his threats concerning hitting Mr. Scioscia
in the future."
The suspension is effective immediately, the
league said. The amount of
the fine was not disclosed.
Charlton, a reliever, hit
Scioscia on the arm on in a
game at Cincinnati on Sept.
9 for stealing signs.
"I threw at hun. I hit him
on the arm, but I didn't
mean to hit him on the
arm," Charlton said. "He'll
be lucky if I don't rip his
head off the next time I'm
pitching."
Reds manager Lou Pinie11a immediately reprimanded Cahrlton, and Dodgers manager Tom Lasorda
was livid wnen he heard the
remarks.
"He made a big mistake
by saying that," Lasorda
said. "Its a disgrace to
baseball for a guy to make a
statement like that."

Illini tourney sees Falcon Cross-Country
volleyball take third place squeaks by OU

by Steve Seasly
sports wriler

The women's volleyball team
refused to budge from the aristocratic grounds of college volleyball as they captured third
place in the Illini Classic this past
weekend.
The tournament field included national1y-ranked
Georgia, Virginia and host
Illinois.
Facing one of
the quickest
teams it will
encounter the Van De Walle
entire year, the
Falcons were bulled over by the
Bulldogs of Georgia in three consecutive semi-final games, 15-6,
16-14,15-6.

tournament team.
"At times I thought we played
exceptional, controlled and comKtitive," head coach Denise Van
i Walle said. "There were times
when we lost our concentration.
Georgia was very quick, and
strong at serving and defense.
Every player on their squad
could j ump extremely well."

Ohio State may change
starting quarterback
offense.

by Rusty Miller
AP sporls wriler

COLUMBUS, Ohio - No. 16
Ohio State will most likely have a
different starting quarterback
when it takes on pass-happy
Washington State Saturday.
Kent Graham was rocked by a
hard hit on a 21-yard completion
early in the fourth quarter of Saturday's 23-15 victory over Louisville. The first-year starter
stayed in for three more plays before getting hit hard again on a
broken play.
It was the broken play that told
the coaching staff something was
wrong.
"He went the wrong way,"
head coach John Cooper said
Monday. "Then it dawned on us.
Hey, it s not like Kent to do that."
Graham will spend this week
recovering from a concussion
suffered on the pass completion
and a slight dislocation of his left
shoulder sustained on the blown
Cirk Herbstreit, a junior,
«%

"The only difference you'll see
is No.14 (Herbstreit) or No.12
(Pickens) under center as opposed to No. 11 (Graham(," Cooper said. "Other than that, it'll be
the same."
Herbstreit has thrown just one
pass the last two seasons and it
was intercepted. Pickens has
never played in a collegiate
game.
"We had one pass called the
other day" with Herbstreit in the
lineup, Cooper said. "The
receiver was covered and we
didn't block it very good. But
Kirk can throw, he can run the
offense."
Herbstreit was an option quarterback at Centerville High
School.
"I think his weakness in the
past has been his ability to throw
the football," Cooper said. "Nobodv's worked any harder than
Kirk has at throwing the ball. And
he's a better passer now than at
any time since he's been here."
Cooper said that Graham had
not been ruled out for the game
and would be evaluated by the
medical staff throughout the
week. He added that Graham
would not play if he were not able
to practice.
Ohio State's defense is giving
up 70 yards a game rushing. It
held Louisville to 27 net yards on

played the remaining 12 minutes
of Saturday's game and will get
the start if Graham isn't able to
Elay. Herbstreit will be backed up
y Joe Pickens.
Cooper said that the presence
of Herbstreit, known for his running more than his throwing, or
Pickens, a redshirt freshman, 28 attempts.
will not change the Ohio State
"I think we're flying around

and getting after folks pretty
good, ' Cooper said. "But we're
making too many mistakes."
Six times in the first quarter,
Ohio State was called for being
offsides on defense. Cooper credited Louisville quarterback Erik
Watts for throwing the Buckeyes
off by altering the cadence. The
Buckeyes were assessed 118 penalty yards for the game.
After the game, Watts said
Ohio State players were "mouthing off" throughout the game.
"We don't allow that. We don't
teach that, we don't coach that,"
said Cooper. "There's no place in
college football for that. And if
that is happening, we will get it
straightened out."
Cooper said he would talk to the
officials before Saturday's game
and would ask them to tell him if
there was any more loose talk on
the field.
Cooper also said that Carlos
Snow would be the Buckeyes'
starting tailback.

by Matt Kantz
iports writer

The men's cross country
team revenged last year's
embarrasing early-season
loss to Ohio University by
defeating the Bobcats, 28-29,
for the first time since 1988 at
Saturday's quadrangular
meet at Ohio University.
The men
finished
with wins
over Marshall (1&44)
and Rio
Grande
120-43) to up
its record to
4-0 overall
Sid Sink
and 2-0 in
the MAC.
The women also performed
well, defeating Marshall 27-30
and Rio Grande 20-43, but losing to the Bobcats 22-37 in
their first meets of the
season.
A few factors led the men
over the Bobcats, including
impressive performances
from their three freshman
and one sophomore.
'You have to credit the win
to our freshman," head coach
Sid Sink said. "They pulled us
up. Scott Kelly (26:25) ran the
best race of the meet for us,
finishing seventh despite falling hard during the race.
Sophomore Brian Butler
placed ahead of Ohio's fifth
runner and that really gave
us the win."
On the down side, the veteran runners were not up to
par, according to Sink, who
said the heat may have had
something to do with it. The
Falcons' Keith Madaras finished fourth overall with a
time of 26:18 on the five-mile
course.
"It was not a good team
performance," Sink said.
"Our top runners were not too
happy since Ohio runners
took first and second. That
almost beat us. We would
have thought we would be
better up front."
BG's Todd Black finished
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"We are gonna have to run
better this weekend to win,"
Sink said. "I think this was a
good meet for us because it
showed us we're going to
have to run hard in every
meet to win."
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Snow led Ohio State in rushing
in 1988 and 1989, but missed all of
last season after removal of a
bone tumor from his hip. He was
the backup to Butler By'not V in
the opener, but gained 58 yards on
14 carries against Louisville.
By'not'e, who came into the game
tied for the top spot in the nation
in rushing, had 48 yards on 18
carries.
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fifth at 26:25 after kicking
with only 50 yards to go to
pass an Ohio University runner. Junior Dane Scbubert
finished eighth at 26:40 and
Brad Schaser finished 10th
with a time of 26:50.
The women also didn't run
up to par over the weekend
who loss to the Bobcats.
According to coach Steve
Price, his team will improve
as the season progresses.
"I was pleased with a few of
our people, but we did't perform as well as we are capable of and where we will be
later in the season," Price
said.
The Falcons' Cheri Triner
finished second overall at
19:00 and Jill Strawser took
seventh, with a time of 19:38.
Lynn Santora (20:24) finished
13th, Michelle Jungbulth
(20:40) placed 15th and Andrea Rombes (20:53 > took
17th.
"I expected it to be close
with Ohio University, who is
the defending MAC chamKion," Price said. "I think the
ome course and this being
their second meet of the
season were advantages.
Some of our fourth and fifth
girls would like to have been
closer than they were, but I
think we will improve as we
get more experience.''
Both coaches are looking
forward to this weekend's
home Mel Brodt Invitational,
when both teams will compete against Kent State,
Toledo and Bluffton.
"Our main goal is to beat
Kent," Price said. "We're
looking to put two girls in
front of their top two runners.
Practices will be very tough
this week."
Sink is also looking to outlast Kent State, and he hopes
his team learned one lesson
from last weekend's meet.

Support your

Give
another chance.
Give blood.

G2BD CANOE TRIP

uno

going up against bigger blocks,"
said Van De Walle. She needs to
improve her passing skills because in our system she needs to
be a primary passer."

Not wanting to be evicted from
the land of volleyball prominence, the Falcons rebounded to
dispose of Virginia in the consolation contest to garner third place.
Junior Angellette I-ove feels the The match lasted the minimum
Falcons could have performed on number of games (15-3, 17-16,
a more competitive level against 15-11) as the Falcons were eager
to requite their initial performthe Bulldogs.
ance at the tourney.
"We could have played a lot
tougher offense against GeorCollectively, the Falcons hit
gia," said Love. "We should have over the .300 mark thanks to the
served better against them. I services of the multi-dimensional
wasn't pleased with my perform- Schiller (18 kills /.316), Mika (13
ance at all. My hitting game kills /.571) and junior Carey
wasn't on. I need to have more Amos (5 kills /.300). Mika and
concentration and more confi- Love were the owners of 12 and 10
dence to be effective." Van De digs, respectively, while Amos
Walle feels the offense needs to recorded 38 assists and Schiller
broaden its horizon. "We need to captured six blocks.
Georgia was in the driver's seat work on our offense," she said.
from the outset as the Falcons "Tammy (Schiller) and Lisa
Van De Walle offered extended
were unable to solve the Bull- (Mika) are very strong out of the remarks of praise for the entire
dogs' jump serve. Overshadowed middle. We need more offense out team. "Carey Amos has been setin the defeat was the .318 hitting of the left and right sides.''
ting very well," Van De Walle
percentage possessed by the Falsaid. "She is very poised at runcons and the 24 kill, .500 attack
The hard-hitting Ix>ve is one of ning our middle attack. Junior
mark performance by senior the prospects that Van De Walle Julie Fortcamp also did an exmiddle hitter Tammy Schiller hopes will solve the equation.
tremely nice job of blocking and
who was selected to the all"Angellette needs to get used to that is very important to us.
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Falcon golf teams play
with country's elite
by Matt Fair
spoils writer
The women's golf team continued to run with the elite this
weekend at Illinois State in Normal, Illinois. BG placed sixth out
of a 19 team field and beat such
notables as Ferris State, Purdue,
Missouri and Notre Dame. The
top three teams were all from Illinois; 1. Northern Illinois 938 2.
Illinois State 950 3.Illinois 952. BG
finished with a 975 nine strokes
behind fifth place Michigan State.
"There is a lot of excitement
with the team," said Nye. "We
got a steady performance out of
Sue Balmer and Jennifer Girdlestone."
Girdlestone finished with a 235
which was good enough for an 8th
place tie.
"Girdlestone is very constant,
but her total score can still go
lower," Nye said. "Her ball striking is excellent, she is making
great approach shots, but the
only thing that is holding her back
is her putting."
Balmer finsihed with a 238 that
included an outstanding final
round of 76 and put her in a tie for
12th.
"Banner's last round really
helped us in team competition, '
Nye said. "She has really played
with consistancy all year."
Other BG scores included Ann
Alexander 242, Amy Edenfield
257 and Kim Prasse 260.
"Our fifth and sixth slot (Edenfield and Prasse) really came
through for us," Nye said. "Edenfield's second round had a lot
to do with us moving up in the
team standings."
The tournament champion was
Renee Heiken from Illinois who
posted a 222.
"We hit the ball solid, worked
on our chip and run and worked
on a long putts," Nye said. "We
really carried through with our
game plan and that gave us another great finish. Our goal was
to finish fifth of sixth. We played
the way I thought we would."
The women travel to Michigan
State, September 20-22.

We played well for the
conditions. We had to carefully
manage our physical condition.
It was a combination of golf and
running a marathon. It was
difficult to be alert and at full
power in that kind of weather.
—Greg Nye, head golf coach
BG's top finisher was Brett
•There is a tremendous
amount of excitement in the pro- Fulford who finished in 8th with a
gram," Nye said. "This is a great 220.
"I could have played better, but
start to a great seasoh."
it is only the first tournament of
It was a tough first test for the the season," Fulford said. "I am
men's golf team this weekend as f;lad how I played and I feel I can
they traveled down to Murry, earn from my mistakes."
Kentucky to play in the Murry
"We played out of our element
State Invitational.
Not only did they have to play against teams that are used to the
36 holes on the first day, but the conditions," Nye said.
Not only did they have to contemperature was 105 degrees
and the humidity in the upper tend with the hot weather, there
was
also a change in grass. Un90's.
like most northern golf courses
"We played well for the condi- this course had a fluffy Bermuda
tions," Nye said. "We had to type of grass that most southern
carefully manage our physical courses have.
condition. It was a combination of
"It was a tough transition for
golf and running a marathon, it
was difficult to be alert and at full the guys, but They handled it
well," Nye said.
power in that kind of weather."
"The greens were really soft,
"The heat was a real factor,"
senior Brett Fulford said. "The unlike our fast greens up here,
weather took a lot out of every- but we concentrated on chipping
out of it before the match," Fulone."
ford said. "The pin placement
BG was only four strokes be- was tight also, there was a lot of
hind leader Western Kentucky factors stacked against us."
after the first 36 holes. They then
Louisville took the team chamhad some trouble on the front
nine the next day, but rallied to F'Kinship with Western Kentucky
inishing second, but notable
finish third out of a 13 team field.
teams that BG beat included, host
"Brett Fulford and Gary team Murry State, Arkansas
Winger played steady through- State, Southern Mississippi and
out, but Pat Konesky had trouble Austin Peay.
"It was a great experience for
on the front nine on the second
day and then made a great come- us to contend for a team chamback on the back nine," Nye said. pionship," Nye said. "This is a
•Scott Piesen hung in in the last great tournament finish to build
round and also contributed to so- on, the team is definitely on an
upswing."
lidify a great third place finish.''

BUNros/KobWrUItT
Varsity soccer team member celebrate after their first goal against Liberty University in the Kwik
Goal Classic this weekend. Liberty head coach Bill Bell attributed the loss to the size, strength, and
experience on the Falcon squad and a breakdown in their defense.
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by Joe Kay
\i' sports writer
CINCINNATI — Jose Rijo was
looking at a lost season when he
broke his ankle in mid-June. Now
he's looking at himself as a Cy
Young Award candidate.
Rijo, the MVP of the Cincinnati
Reds' World Series sweep last
fall, has rejoined the National
League's pitching elite with a sixgame winning streak. His seven
shutout innings Sunday in a 10-0
victory over Houston made him
the statistical leader in several
categories and had him thinking
about post-season honors.
Specifically, the Cy Young.
"I'm right at the top in almost
every category," Rijo said. "I
don't know if they're going to take
that (broken ankle) into consideration, but if they do, I'll have
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a fair shot.
"Hopefully they'll take that
into consideration. I'll have three
more starts. I'm going to give it
my best shot. Whatever happens,
I'll be happy with it."
The victory Sunday lowered Rijo's earned run average to 2.39,
improved his record to 14-4 and
kept his opponents' batting average against him at .213. All three
marks are the best in the NL.
A broken ankle cost him one
month of starts in the middle of
the season and probably cost him
consideration for the Cy Young,
but Rijo would like to think that
his closing surge at least makes
him a candidate.
He started thinking like a Cy
Young candidate three weeks
ago. Atlanta's Tom Glavine and
Los Angeles' Ramon Martinez
began struggling at that point

while Rijo began his best streak
of the season.
He kept it alive Sunday by ignoring a sore right elbow that has
troubled him for the last two
weeks. He scattered six hits and
struck out seven to raise his career record against Houston to 8-1
and his Riverfront Stadium record this season to 9-0.
Rijo came back from his injury
while the ankle was still swollen,
but has gone 8-2 in 11 starts since
his return.
"Jose is fast developing into the
best pitcher in the National
League, pure and simple," Reds
manager Lou Piniella said. "He's
really got it all together out there.
Those are some pretty impressive numbers.
"You always talk about that
(Cy Young) award being associated with a team in contention.

But as far as the best pitcher in
the league, he's got my vote."
He has been getting plenty of
help from his offense, which
seems to have its best days when
Rijo is on the mound. The Reds
hit four homers Sunday and have
scored 44 runs in his six consecutive victories.
"I think I'm quickly developing
into the luckiest pitcher in the
league, the way my elbow feels,"
Rijo said. "You give me 10 runs a
same, I won't lose another game.
Ipromise."
He won't be disappointed if he's
not among the top vote getters for
the Cy Young. The Reds' floundering and the broken ankle
probably cost him consideration.
"When you have the numbers
that put your team in first place, I
think that's the way to do it," he
said.
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Giants having trouble Time to gear up
under Handley's guide for Super Bowl

Glen Lubbert
^^^
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my mind

by Dave Goldberg

member about self-doubt was
AP sports writer
being forced to read "Hamlet"
in junior high. That was because under former coach Bill
CHICAGO — Some of Zsa Zsa Parcells, who left the bench for
(labor's eight husbands enjoyed the television booth before the
a longer honeymoon than new season began, this club was
coach Ray Handley may yet taught that fate was something
find with trie New York Giants. you controlled, and that if you
The NFL season had barely worked hard enough, she was
begun when Handley was in- as likely to desert New York as
formed, and none too gently, the Lady in the Harbor.
that his shirts were too wild and
his play-calling too conservaParcells was usually as subtive. And that was before the tle as a sledgehammer in his
defending Super Bowl cham- dealings and during eight
pions beat the Chicago Bears seasons in New York, ne built
every place Sunday except on the Giants in his image. They
kept drafting bigger and bigger
the scoreboard.
players and kept grinding and
"I've seen a lot of people start grinding on both sides of the
off slow — in track races, in ball until opponents wore down
horse races, and still come back enough for the one run, the one
and win," Giants linebacker turnover, the one sack, the one
Pepper Johnson said. "Well, play that decided most football
this season just kicked us in the games in their favor.
butt.
"A lot of the guys, including
Everyone else in these passmyself, never faced anything happy times doubted Parcells'
like this. So now it's kind of gut- tactics except his players. And
check time. Either we fight," you only have to recall him rehe added, "or we take a lot of peating, "Power football wins
blows the rest of the season."
games!" over and over amidst
Until this season, about the the turmoil of last year's Super
only thing most of the regulars Bowl celebration to remember
in the Giants lineup could re- that even at the end of the road,
by Jim Litke

Tyson
fight
unwanted
Money makes the world go
around — especially the boxing
world.
And $120 million really speaks
loudly.
That's the total revenue a Mike
Tyson/Evander Holyfield fight
would generate. With that many
coins involved, who can blame
the entire country for dismissing
the accusations of a young, naive
18-year-old woman.
To think that a gentle, caring
individual such as "Iron" Mike
Tyson could be charged with
rape, two counts of criminal deviate conduct and one count of
confinement is ridiculous.
Who does this woman think she
is challenging the former heavyweight champion like this?
We're talking the boxing world
here. There are no morals or societal obligations to deal with.
Dan Duva, the promoter of the
event, certainly doesn't care
where Tyson's legal problems
take him, as long as he's in Las
Vegas on Nov. 8. Don King is
probably loving the publicity this
young girl has generated for the
fight. TVKO, the pay-per-view
television division owned by Time
Warner and Caesars Palace, the
fight site, say they have no problem with letting the fight go on.
Even Caia Mockiatis of Concerned Women For America has
better things to worry about.
"Not to trivialize it, but we're
more concerned with the (Clarence) Thomas (Supreme Court)
nomination right now," Mockiatis said.
Tyson's personal life and
professional life are two different
things. They have no bearing on
one or the other. Besides, those
pageant contestants were probably just out for money to begin
with. They must have known that
if they flaunt themselves, they
should be able to face the consequences.
Or maybe they're just kidding
themselves.
There could be some people out
there with an ounce of morality,
people who don't look only at the
money involved.
"I never thought I'd mention
Pee-wee Herman and Mike Tyson
in the same thought," says
ESPN's Charlie Steiner, who says
the cable network will provide its
most extensive fight news coverage ever for the Tyson-Holyfield
match-up. "But when Pee-wee
was arrested for the ultimate victimless crime, his sponsors and
network jumped ship in a New
York heartbeat. With Tyson,
everyone is hanging onto him for
dear life because two commas
and nine figures (in revenues)
are involved. That says something about our society. The fight
was going to be a good vs. evil.
Now it's good vs. more evil."
However, it's impossible to believe that one of the mostanticipated fights in boxing history would be postponed.
If he was found innocent, the
fight could go on without any
doubt or question concerning
moral obligations
If found guilty, it would spare
the sport one of its darkest moments: the day it allowed a rapist
to make $15 million.
Glen Lubbert is the assistant
sports editor for the News and a
member of the cross-country
team

See the future.
Use a condom.

he was still working to cement
his hold on everyone and everything.
Things were different with
Handley right from the beginning. His only previous headcoaching experience was at a
Nevada high school in the 1970s.
He was ready to leave the
profession to attend law school
as recently as 1990. He was an
assistant under Parcells for
eight years, but he was much
less consumed with the game.
He thought the Giants could
benefit from some looseningup. Some of them, apparently,
think otherwise.
The first to speak up was
Parcells'prize pupil, Lawrence
Taylor. The game's ultimate
search-and-destroyer complained things were too "free-spirited" in training camp and
maybe more discipline, Parcells-style discipline, was
called for. And then were rumblings about Handley \s decision
to give the starting quarterback
job to Jeff Hostetler over the
rehabilitated Phil Simms,
about Hundley's preparation
and his play-calling — right on
down to his choice of shirts on
the sidelines.

Stover sparks victory
by Chuck Melvin
AP sports writer

CLEVELAND - Matt Stover
kicked four field goals including a
45-yarder with four seconds left
as the Geveland Browns beat the
Cincinnati Bengals 14-13 Sunday.
The difference in the game was
a second-quarter safety, set up
when Brian Hansen's 51-yard
punt pinned the Bengals at their
own 4-yard line. Penalties pushed
the Bengals inside the 1, and
James Brooks was then tackled
in the end zone by rookie James
Jones as Cincinnati tried a sweep
on third down.
Cincinnati (0-3), off to its worst
start since 1985, overcame its own

ineptitude to take a 13-11 lead on
Jim Breech's 36-yard field goal
with 6:41 left in the game.
But Cleveland (2-1) got the ball
back on its own 12-yard line with
just over three minutes to play
and drove 60 yards through the
NFL's lowest-ranked defense.
Bernie Kosar, who had struggled
earlier in the half, completed six
of nine passes for 49 yards on the
drive, kept alive when Kevin
Mack ran 4 yards on a fourthand-1 play at the Cincinnati 47.
The kick into the open end of
Cleveland Stadium ended the
Browns' four-game losing streak
against the Bengals.
Cincinnati, which lost wide
receiver Eddie Brown to a shoulder separation last week, lost
three fumbles in the first three

quarters and was generally ineffective on offense until the
fourth quarter. Boomer Esiason,
however, woke the Bengals up
with a 26-yard touchdown pass to
Tim McGee with 13:39 remaining
as they closed to 11-10.
They converted two fourthdown plays on the drive and ended a string of nine quarters in
which Cleveland's defense had
not allowed a touchdown.
Cleveland led 5-3 at half time,
and Stover added field goals from
42 and 38 yards to make it 11-3 goinginto the final quarter.
The loss and the safety marred
a superb day for Brooks, who
rushed 18 times for 111 yards —
his second straight 100-yard performance.

CMU win is no big deal
by Malcolm Johnson
AP sports writer
MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich. Based on the atmosphere at Central Michigan on Monday, knocking off a Big Ten team is nice but
no big deal.
Two days after Central stunned
then-No. 18 Michigan State 20-3,
the biggest banner was the
'"State'of Shock" headline in the
student newspaper, Central
Michigan Life.
Oh, everybody was happy at
what experts called the biggest
victory in the school's football
history, but several said it didn't
undergraduate

match the excitement of playing
Western Michigan, the Chippewas archrival in the MidAmerican Conference.
"It wasn't like a Western weekend," said Steve Fife of Royal
Oak, Mich., as several students
lounged on the porch at the Sigma
Pi fraternity.
Still, the victory was the main
talk at the university of some
17,000 students more known for
its partying than its athletic
prowess.
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What:
When:

An Information Open House
Tuesday, Sept ember 17, 1991
7-9 p.m.
Where: Mileti Alumni C enter
Why:
To learn about joining
Senior Progra Timing Board
and/or the Un« ergraduate
Alumni Assoc atlon
Who:
Everyone is w( Mcome
and encourage d to attend

RBiresfiments ail I be served,
Clll 372-6849 for mi ire information.

C/3

Undergraduate

Jr., sports information director
at Central Michigan.
Stabley said the Chippewas —
last year's MAC champion —
immediately attracted media attention after the game, their first
ever against Michigan State.
RAISE $500...$ 1000...$ 1500

1 u II in n i

O

Located in the
University Union

Three weeks into the season
and it's time to get ready for the
Buffalo-Washington Super Bowl
that's 15 games off (counting
playoffs).
Well, maybe give New Orleans,
Chicago and Houston — three
other not early-season teams — a
chance to get in. But the other 23
need not apply, including the
Giants and 49ers.
"We've won three games,
that's all," Redskins coach Joe
Gibbs said after his team demolished Phoenix 34-0 Sunday, pitching its second shutout in those
three wins and putting the Cards
in their place after a 2-0 start. An
omen: in 1985 and 1989, the Cardinals started 2-0 and finished
5-11.
Gibbs has a point, although it's
hard to sell it to fans.
A three-game winning streak in
the middle of the season isn't
much.
Nor is a 1-2 stretch like the
Giants and 49ers are going
through — each lost by three
Saints on the road to a contender
unday.
"We actually started to play
well in the second half. We're not
done yet," says general manager
George Young of the Giants,
whose team lost 20-17 in Chicago
when Matt Bahr's game-tying
field-goal attempt was blocked by
William Perry.
last year, Bahr would have
made the field goal; Stephen
Baker wouldn't have dropped a
Kss at the Chicago 12-yard line
e in the first half with the
Giants trailing just 3-0; and the
Bears wouldn't have come back
with 10 quick points to take a 13-0
halftime lead.
Nor would Carl Banks have

dropped a sure interception with
New York leading 17-13 just before Neal Anderson's 42-yard run
for the game-winning touchdown.
The 49ers have injury problems
in the secondary and are without
Joe Montana and tight end Brent
Jones. Even so, they might have
beaten the Vikings had not Anthony Carter shown himself close
to Jerry Rice as a gamebreaker
in Minnesota's 17-14 win.
SACK TIME
It wasn't a good Sunday for
quarterbacks.
Only Mark Rypien of the Redskins and Jim McMahon of the
Eagles went unsacked among
starters after McMahon was
knocked down nine times and
sacked three times by the Cardinals a week ago.
Philadelphia got 11 sacks
against Dallas. Green Bay got
seven against Tampa Bay and,
overall, there were 69 in 13
games. Clyde Simmons of the
Eagles and Bryce Paup of the
Packers each were credited with
41/2,
Simmons set a single-game
team record with his sacks.
There were 2 1/2 more by Jerome Brown, who had just one
sack last season but now has 4
1/2 in three games. Poor Reggie
White had a paltry 2.
SHOOTING BLANKS
The three shutouts Sunday (the
Cowboys by the Eagles, the Colts
by the Raiders and the Cards by
the Redskins) brought to five the
total this season, three more than
in the first three weeks of 1990.
Two teams — Indianapolis and
New England — each have scored
just one touchdown this season.
DEFENSE
The Bengals have given up 89
points, most in the league and
are, 0-3. The Bills have given up
85 and are 3-0.
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Thjeta Chi House
(334 N. Main St.)
(corner of Ridge & Main)

RAISING

Built on Brotherhood, Academics and Athletics

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization
usoimir HO imsmtm uouiuot
CALL 1-U00-950-0472, cxt. 50

Sponsored by
Any Questions
Call 352-9001
or 353-1111
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372-6945

AP football writer

FOOL

"We had so many of our kids
down there, I think they partied
down there," said Fred Stabley

Open Monday-Friday
4 to 11pm
Quantum 90 Card
Accepted

■

PACE THIRTEEN

IT BEARS REPEATING
JOIN USG
Applicotions for:
University Committee
due Sept. 20th
turn into 405 Student Services

Classified
The BG News
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Recruitment Calendar f 1
For The W•*• i of:
October 1 and October 7,1M1
Scheduling On-Camput
Interview Appointments:
The first day ol signups for interviews during
the period ol October t through October 11,
1991 w* be held In me Northeast Commons on
Wednesday. September 25th For registrants
with an Advanced Job Hunlers Interview Card
signups begin at 3 00 pm. lor those with a
First Choice interview Card sign-ups begin at
4 00 pm An registrants must have a First
Choice interview Card or Advanced Job Hunter
Card to participate m the first day ol signups
After the first day. students and Alumni may
sign-up lor Interviews from Sam to 5 p m at
the University Placement Services. 360 Student Services Buadmg A Data Sheet MUST be
submitted tor each Interview scheduled at
the time of sign-up.
Cancellation ol Interview Appointments:
Cancalntlnn of an interview must be reported in
person lo the University Placement Services no
later than 5pm one week (7 lua days) before
the interview day Complete a canceaation card
in the Sign-Up Boom ol the Placement Office
Cancellations alter Ihis time will be considered
a no-show You are encouraged to carefuty
consider employers before signing up tor mler
views
No Show Policy: Failure to appear lor a scheduled interview or violation of the canceaation
poecy wM result m immediate suspension ol
your sign-up privileges lor the next recruiting
penod If you did not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter ol
apology to the employer lor missing the interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement
Counselor before scheduling any additional
interviews Any student who no-shows" twice
wii be denied interviewing privileges lor the remainder of the academic year
Notice on CKIzenahlp Requirements An
asterisk (") following an organizational name
l specific requirements regarding work
■ In the United States Please review these
requirements carefully Only those organizations with an astensk o wiU interview candidates with a student visa Students who do not
meet the work status requirements are encour
aged to sign-up on the wailing list
Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responstbwtiea and organizational pheosophy All students scheduling
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlights Please careluHy note
dates, times, and locations of Spotlight presentations, as they may vary For evening Spofkght
presentations held in the Placement Office, enter the Student Services Building using the
second floor, patio entrance Please consult
the calendar lor appropriate dates, times and
locations
Additional Placement Services: There are important services available to you at the University Placement Services Please note that not afl
organizations and companies regukvty recruit
on college campuses The lot below generally
reflects the high demand areas m the world of
work Don't become discouraged if your career
field is not requested To assist you in conducting an assertive iob search, the University
placement Services provides career end
placement counseling, credential services, iob
search workshops, professional development
serrwws career fairs and an alumni Falcon Canter Connection The exceeent Center lor Career Resources offers you career and employer
^formation and current rob vacancies in ALL career fields During the Fall Semester the Center
for Career Resources will be open until 8 00
p m Monday through Wednesday Placement
Counselors ckrectfy rater registered students to
employers m their desired career fields Insure
your access to these services by registering
with the University Placement Services n your
final year at Bowling Green State University
Wednesday. October 2
Honda of America Manufacturing. Inc
Thursday, October 3
Occidental Chemical Corp
Monday. October 7
Boy Scouts ol America
Tuesday. October 8
EXPOB1

Wednesday. October 0
Artesian Industries. Inc
DowElanco
Goodyear Tre A Rubber Co
Hyatt Hotels Corporation
KMart Corporation
Lever Brothers
Metropolitan Ufa
The Summit Group. Inc
Thuraday. October 10
Appaed Materials
Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co
Metropolitan Ufa
Friday. October 11
ftl ;- | ' U.il.-'-,iK

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•••BO UNIVERSITY'"
Come and see what we are ai about'
Meetings every Tuesday-110 BA 9 00 pm
For more information contact
Michelle Freshly 352-6725
or
Dave Thompson 372-4130
New members always welcome1
ACSSA
American Chemical Society Student Affilates
Firsl meeting Tuea at 8 45 in 123 Overman
Hal All majors welcome1 Refreshments
served No dues
ATTENTION ORGANIZATION
PRESIDENTS AN0 ADVISORS
it you have not received your invitation to the
1901 Presidents and Advisors reception
please contact the Student Activities and Orion
tattoo Office (372-2843) immediately' The) reception wll be from 7-9 pm on Thurs . Sept
19 important information wil be discussed
thertore It is imperative that you attend this program
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Do you aspire to own your own business and
seek valuable business contacts'' Then ACEts
your club'
Association of Collegiate Entreprenuers
Rrsl Informational Meeting
Tuesday. September 17
7 30 pm
Room 1010 BAA
All Majors Welcome
ATTENTION WBGUDJ'S
There wil be a
MANDATORY
STAFF MEETING
Tuesday. Sept 18
9 00 pm 111 South Hal
Questions? Call 372-8657
ATTENTION CLUB HOCKEY
All prevtous members and anyone Interested
In playing this year. Mandltory meeting
Sept., 18, 9:00 pm at Ice Arena. Any questions call Andrew or Jack 354-8140.
ATTENTION A * S FRESHMEN
SPECIAL MEETING
Re Spring Course Registration
Tuea . Sept 17 4 00-6 00 pm
Capital Room. Student Union
Coaege Advisors will be present
ATTENTION' ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO
TAKE ELE ED METHODS COURSES (EDO
350 351. 352. 353. 354. 355. 358) MUST
APPLY FOR METHODS THE SEMESTER BE
FORE ENROLLMENT' DEADLINE to apply for
SPRING 1992 Ele Ed Methods Tuesday.
September 24, 5.00 pm Application forms
available m 529 EOuc
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION invites you to jom
us lor weekly Bible studies every Tuesday at
8 00 p m In Prout Chapel EVERYONE welcome*

CEDAR POINT
HS AS going to Cedar Point on Sept 21 Cost:
HSA members • $14 00. non-members
$19 00 Deadline to register is Sept 1 7 in the
Honors Omce. 231 Administration Eudg More
information 372 8504
DeLoitte and Touche. an international pubac
accounting and consulting firm will be making a
presentation on ' Internships in Accounting on
Moday September 23. at 3 30 m the Campus
Room of the University Union Representatives
ol the firm wil be on hand to discuss the pros
and cons of an internship m accounting and lo
answer any related questions All interested individuals are invited to attend Refreshments
*il be served
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
Info Meetmg Tue Sept 17
7 30pm McFal Assembly Rm 2nd Floor
For more mlo call 352-8925
HOflfl MM) MflMQajfMnl
Society
General Meeting
Thursday. September 19
7 30112 BA
Pro- Jour ft Pre-R TVF
Advising Sessions
1:30 9116121 West Hall
3:30 9118203 West Hall
Obtain Ilia before session.
Progressive Student Organization
Every Wednesday at 7 00 pm
UCF Center. Corner ol Thurshn & Ridge
Everyone encouraged to attend

SERVICES OFFERED
LSAT ' ORE * GMAT
Belore you take the lest, cal the expert Local
classes forming now Kaplan Educational
Center Calforoetats 536-3701
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
CenterCall 354 HOPE
Remember Girts"1
You never have a second chance lo make a first
impression Know what colors look best on
you Cal Jenrwler lor a free make-over and
color consultation 678-8744 after 6 00pm
REPOSSESSED ft IRS FORECLOSED HOMES
available at below market value Fantastic sav
ings' You repair Also SSL bailout properties
Cal 1805) 682 7555 Ext H-3330
S ft M Sound
The Best m Affordable.
Portable D J Service
S4 M Sound
Serving B G for 7 years
S ft M Sound
The Power to Move....
887-1399

II RIGHT NOWII
Environmental Interest Group
Meeting 7 30 Tuesdays
304 Moseley Hall

" ATTENTION STUDENTS ■ ■
SPRING CO-OPS
AVAILABLE
Full-time- Part-time
Info session: Wed. Sept 18th
9:30 am-1007 BAA
Call: 372-2451
or stop by: 236 Admin. Bldg.

Studeni Art Therapy Association
There wM be a SATA meeting on Tuesday. September 17th. 2nd floor Student Services EtuHdmg. 5-fipm

■•• A New Weigh'"
Has the Freshman 15 been haunting you?
Are you looking for a fun, practical way to
manage your weight? Select one of three
eight-week sessions conducted by a nurse
and health educator. Class size Is limited to
15 persona. Fee Is $16.00 and may be
charged to your bursar. Call the Student
Health Service today at 372-8302 or "The
Well" at 372-8303.
cal Pam

.byJ.R.S.

Hit or Swiss1 '1 /*o*ri forjjrA J#D
7M /s fly VA/me*
*>ATrz£X£UJ.

ACID " AGP * AGD • AGO ■
Wedding Bells are ringing at the
House Way to go Angie Holthaus
gagement to James Tangeman"
AGD " AGD * AGD ' AGD '

AGD
Alpha Gam
on your en-

KEMETG-

POSTER SALE.B*ggest and best selection
Choose from over 1000 different images
ROCK. OLD MASTERS (Monet. DeJi. Van
Gogh. Picasso. Eschar. Matisse. Wysth. and
hundreds morel) MOVIE POSTERS. BEATLES.
SPORTS. DANCE. CARS, SCENIC LANDSCAPES, TRAVEL. HUMOR. ROMANCE.
PHOTOGRAPHY (Ansel Adams. Talbot. and
others ) Most images only $5 and $6 each!
See us at the Grand Ballroom • Unhraralty
Union on Monday, Sept. 16th through Friday.
SepL 20th. between 10 am - 6 pm. This aale Is
sponsored by UAO.
RUSH
PHI DELTA THETA
SEPT 16 & 17. 7 30-9 30 pm
AT THE POTHOUSE
AT 501 PIKE STREET
DEFINITELY PHI DELT

AGD

ATO ' ATO * ATO * ATO ■ ATO
Come on out and play some volleyball with the
ATO's 7 30-9 30, Conkin Courtyard tonight
Don't rust rush a fraternity, rush a brotherhood
ATO ' ATO " ATO * ATO ' ATO
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Do you aspire lo own your own Business and
seek valuable business contacts? Then ACE is
your club'
Association of Coaegiate Entrepreneurs
First Inlormational Meeting
Tuesday September 17
7 30 pm
RoomlOlOBAA
AM Mafors Welcome
CS/MIS MAJORS Local companies as well as
employers located elsewhere are now offering
excellent co-op positions lor Spring 1992. The
deadenes for these high-paying positions we
rapidly approaching Please slop by the Co-op
Office m Room 238 Admm or come to a general information session on Wed . Sept 18 at
9 30 am in Room 1007 BAA
CurtisGet PSYCHED lor your show tonight
cuz we know it will be a deee-lite'
We th'n* you're the awesomest DJ in town
And we're always so PSYCHED when we see
you
around'
If we could have but one last request.
MBM s PSYCHE OUT" would be the beat'!'
Crab love and ours.
Kerry ft Kiratin
PS Are you PSYCHED?

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
ICE
HOCKEY • APPLY BY SEPTEMBER 27. FLAG
FOOTBALL • APPLY BY OCT 2 MANDATORY
CLINICS APPLY IN 108 SRC

PERSONALS

Welcome Back Ladies'
For all your Mary Kay needs,
352-4915 anytime Will deliver

'SPEND NEXT SUMMER IN SANTA CLARA.
CAI*
Company looking for Jr Purchasing or Mat
Mgmi student with 3 0 GPA or above
$ 1 2 hour - Summer '92 Transportation to A
from provided Call 372 2451 lor details

FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI
The Brothers ol Phi Gamma Delta wish to congratulate Jamie Seegert and Chi O Lorte Keller
on their recent engagement Good Luck to both
olyou'"

"PHIMU " DELT"
The Sisters of Phi Mu wish lo congratulate Nlchofe Miller on her recent lavakering to Delta
Tau Delta Curtis Kneeder" We are so happy
for you'"
" PHI MU ' PELT ' ■

BGSU SKATING CLUB
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
EVERY TUES. NIGHT
9:15-10 15PM

•Gamma Phi Beta's Annual BaHoon tale*
Want to impress a friend, a scope or a sweetheart? AI you have to do ts send them a beacon'
Balloons can be purchased m the Union Foyer
on Sept 16-20 from 10 00 am til 3 30 pm
Prices are SO 75 for 1. $2 for 3. S3 tor 5. $4
lor 8 « $6 for 10
'Gamma Phi Beta's Annual Balloon Sale*

AGD * AGD ■ AGD ' AGD ' AGD
Congrats toHealher Effron on her pearling to
Rick McCllah Were very happy lor you'
AGD • AGD ' AGO ' AGD 'AGD

BELIEVE THE HYPE!
JOIN COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Meeting at 9pm, 116 BA
Meet mayorial candidates
Jim Tinker and Joyce Kepkei
Also bring a stapler

BGSU DOWN HILL SKI TEAM INFO NIGHT
TUES SEPT 17 8 30 PM
111 BA CALL JOHN AT 352-941 2

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S FLAG
FOOTBALL OCT 2. WOMEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL - OCT 3; FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY
BOCT 7 ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 pm ON DUE
DATE IN 108 REC CENTER.
Kappa Phi. a national Christian Women's Service Organization, is looking lor enthusiastic
now members For more mlo cal Heather et
372 1946
a

KD KAPPA DELTA * KD
We love our awesome pledges'
KD ' KAPPA DELTA * KD

RUSH
RUSH
RUSH
RUSH
RUSH
RUSH

Attention Business. Marketing,
Communication Majors
Entry level positions open, work 10 to 40 hours
a week/flux schedules to lit classes Start FT
now'SP brsaka $8 00 starting pay No tele
marketing No experience needed We'll train
Co-ops S scholarships awarded Cal (or mlo
today 1-535 3636
Attention' Readers needed' S35.000 year income potential' Reading books and TV
scripts
Guaranteed paycheck - call
1 601 368-8242 Ext BK 2593 24 hours
Australia wants you' Excellent pay1 Benefits.
transportation All trades and occupations
1-601 388-8242 Ext A2593 24 Mrs
Babysitter needed My home Own transportation 2 nights a week 353-6039
BARTENDER wanted at Days Inn Exp a plus
Contact Catnieen at 352-5211
Cash Problems?
Earn big money now' Direct mail reps needed
immediately' NO special skills required. A great
opportunity' For (roe details send a long SASE
to American Merchandising Co . 3766 Fiahcreek Rd . Suite 302 D
Akron. OH
44224 5408

PHI SIQS
PHI SIGS
PHI SKIS
PHI SIGS
PHI SIGS
PHI SIGS

VOTE TODAY!
SHAWN SIMMONS
USG OFF-CAMPUS SENATOR
-better off-campus parking
standard lease for al student renters
-unify in USG
9:00 - 5:00 pm
UNION OVAL

Drum Instructor lor Large baton flag & drum
group In existence 5 yrs. winning many
awards. Instructing children 9 yrs. and up 1
hour per week, Tuesday evenings Some experienced, some beginners New members will
■v-gnupSept 17 CallJodyat669-2496
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 in one week
Greeks, clubs and motivated individuals
(800) 748 681 7 Ext 50

YOUNGLIFE
H you are interested in a High School Christian
Ministry please contact Mike and Adam at
372-5053 or Knsten and Fay at 372-5560

FREE TRAVEL - Air couriers and Cruiseshlps
Students also needed Christmas. Spring, and
Summer lor Amusement Park ompioymenf Cal
(60S) 682-7555 Ext F-1658

VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS is proud lo an
nounce the new 1991-92 executive board
President LesaLaveck
Vice President LtsaUghtman
Volunteer Coordinator JenHeerJay
Advisors Sandra Terry & Chns Cook
Campus Sisters Michelle Benz A Tina Thornton
Campus Brothers
Malt Rizzo A Scott
DoejnWQaj
Adopt-e-Grandperent Kim Ratajczak 6 He*dl
Leichtamer
Filling Home Stephame Pascute & Moly Fitzgerald

Make S150 - 300.00 In 3 -10 hours by selbng
50 funny coaege T-shirts NO financial obfcga
bon Smaller or larger quantities available Cal
to! free 1-800-726 2053

Are you adventurous?

Are you daring?
Are you willing to expand your horlzona?
Then the National Student Exchange
Is tor you!
Attend first Into, session on Sept. 20 •
1 30 pm Union Faculty Lounge (2nd floor)

RUSH ALPHA SIGMA
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA

PHI
PHI
PHI
PHI
PHI
PHI
PHI
PHI
PHI
PHI

RUSH PHI SIG RUSH PHI SIG
Meet the brothers ol PHI SIGMA KAPPA at
theALPHA XI DELTA house tomght and play
the Dating Game 7 30-9 30
RUSH PHI SIG RUSH PHI SIG

Now hiring floorwalkers for Uptown Downtown
Apply m poison Won Fr, 8 .40 10 30 pm
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many positions
Great benefits Call (805) 682-7555 Ext
P-3324
Pt -time reporter for weekly newspaper 1©
hrs per wk To cover A seek out news items
Photography experience a plus $4 35 t $5 00-hr depending on ability Cal Ruth
VYnffl at 1-358-8010
Travel Sales Representative
STS. the leader m coaegiate travel needs motivated individuals and groups to promote Winter/Spring Break trips For information call Student Travel Services. Ithaca. NV at
1-800-648-4849
WANTED Bartender at Days Inn Exp a plus
Contact Cathloen at 352 5211

FOR SALE
87 Toyota Coroaa FX; Red. clean, new tires
brakes 423 7311 or 354-14 7 7 ask lor Ron.
1972 VW Beetle
Excellent condition
$1945 OOorbeslotfer 447-4600
1988 Fiero. Auto. air. cruise, black, sharp'
$7,000
Excetlenf cond
353-7791 or
354-1477Liaa
Cannondale ST-600 18-speed Aluminum touring bike, mint condition
372-2097 or
352-5343
Double Lofts $60
13" TV $15
Call Chris al 372-5946

WANTED

LIVE TALK
1-900-773-3777
ADULTS ONLY
$? 50 mm 10min./minimum
Looking for 8-10 photographers to cover
events on the BG campus No experience
necessary Will tram the right person Salary
based on performance We provide equipment
Cal 3S4-4802
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS
VIP wil be having their information meeting on
Wednesday Sept 18 from 7 30-9 30 m 105
BA Come & learn more about VIP ft how you
can volunteer lor Cempua Sisters. Campus
Brothers. Adopt A Grandparent. Filing Home
and PA W (.People lor Animal Welfare) Be a
Mesaver' Volunteer!
RUSH SIG EPI
RUSH SIG EPI
RUSH SIG EPI
RUSH 8Ka EPI
RUSH SIG EPI
RUSH SIG EPI
RUSH SIGMA PHI EPSILONI

1 male roommate needed, apt close to cam
pus. uMtles paid for. cal 352-5649

For Sale Realistic Eq $50. Technics Rec 50
wat per chan $90 Sanya Tape Deck $50.
Sansui tuner ft amp $150. Fisher amp ft Sansui
lunar $200 Call 352 9414

Bass player wanted (or classic rock and hard
rock band Experience and equipment neces
sary Cal Justin al 352-1438 or Jeff st
354-7859

For sale: Sony 5 Disc Carousel Ptsyiar A
Pioneer VSX 3300 tuner ft 180 watt Fisher
speaker Best offer cal 353-2211. ask lor Nicole^
^^^^^^

Non smoking female to share apt now til May
No Sept rent needed Cal 354-7298

For Sale King size waterbed w/ pedestal and 4
drawers Call 352 9414

Sublease Roomy 1 bedroom apartment near
campus to sublease immediately' Call alter
7:00 pm 666-2977

MAC SE HD20
Imagewriter II
Extended Keyboard

Wanted 1 roommate for Spring Semester
Close to campus Reasonable rates Cal Beth
or Usa at 354-6053

HELP WANTED
$10-5400 up WEEKLY Mailing Brochures!
Set own hours RUSH Sell-Addressed Envelope Income, 1660 Lakeside. Suite 301 -C0E.
Rivera AZ 66442

RUSH PHI SIGS RUSH PHI SIGS
Meet the brothers ol PHI SIGMA KAPPA at the
ALPHA XI DELTA house tonight lor the world's
biggest pizza bash1 7 30-9 30
RUSH PHI SIGS RUSH PHI SIQS

$35,000 U.S. Government Own hours, processing FHA mortgage refund No exp.
1-601 •388-8242 Ext F 2593. toll retund
Art student needed to ■uatrate cartoons Contact Randy at 364-8566

HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

HONORS
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
WHAT IS HSA?
HSA Provides all BGSU students
with opportunities to broaden their
horizons through alternative learning
experiences and interaction with other
students, faculty, and administrators.
CAN I JOIN HSA?
Yes, anyone can join HSA!
There are no membership requirements
Yearly dues are sio.oo
Come IO ihe HSA General Meeting Wednesday.
Sept. 18. at 9:00 p.m. in ihe
Honors Center, (below Kreischer cafeteria)
for more information and to discuss what
is ahead in 1991 -1992 and how you can
be involved in it
Or

17, 1991

stop by the Honors Office, 231 Admin.
Bldg. or call 372-8504.

HSA - More Than Meels The Eye.
HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

Call 354-5602
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4 wheelers.
motorhomes, by FBI. IRS. DEA Available m
your area now Cal (805) 682 7555 Ext
C 2804
Trek 1 200 Aluminum Racing B*e with lots of
x-traa Cal Kent 372-6187

FOR RENT
1 and 2 bedroom furnished apt i
Irom campus Cal352-7454
Apartments Available
* 2 bedroom unfurnished
' 1 bedroom unfurniahed
• Furnished Efficiency
Cal John Newtove Reel Estate
354-2260 or slop by
319 E Wooster
lacroas from Taco Bel)
Beautiful, upper 2 bedroom apt A/C. gas heat,
private entrance and deck, large bath with jecuul No psta $650 plus utilities Cal 3722261
or 352-5752
For rant $225/mo Serious or Qrad student.
Quiet location
Non smoker
Call Tom
3523329
For rent - 4 room basement apartment, close to
downtown 1 bedroom Call 352-5822
House for rent. 2 BR. partially furnished nice
back yard. 2 mass north of campus on routs
25 Cal 669 2437
HOUSE FOR RENT
Country swig with city conveniences. 10 mtn
from BG 4 acres with large pond Great room
with fireplace 2 12 baths, large country
kitchen, dry basement, hot water heat, wood ft
gas furnaces No house pets City water,
sewer, one year lease $600 plus utilities

669 4538,9-5

